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Citations
mount for
landlords

dean settle
rule violation
SEC fines Boynton
$60,000 over
Deloitte conflict

Off-campus houses
cited for excessive

trash, hazards during

By

tenant transitions
By Maggie

Heights

Maretz

Dean of the Carroll School of Manage-

Staff

ment Andrew Boynton recently reached a
DREW HOO

The days surrounding this year’s
Sept. 1 move-in chaos came with over
3,500 citations issued by the City of
Boston to off-campus housing landlords
for violating property codes, as well as
450 housing, building, environmental,
and sanitary violations.
With the start of each academic year,
full-time residents of student-dense
neighborhoods in Boston experience an
abrupt interruption of the tranquil summer when students and their U-Hauls
flood narrow streets and apartments
change hands.
The majority of the write-ups issued this year stemmed from excessive
trash, comprised of both garbage bags
and sidewalk piles of unwanted gifts
that have given rise to the day dubbed
“Allston Christmas.”
For Maura Sanbourne, MCAS T7,
and her roommates, the burden of extra
trash left behind by previous tenants fell
upon them.
The group moved into a house on
Lane Park last week, and returned to
find three separate fines for $25, $l5O,
and $250 after the property’s landlord
repeatedly failed to remove the trash
in violation.
The landlord initially neglected to
clear trash out of the area, and stopped
by on another occasion to pile more
trash on the sidewalk after the first
citation was issued.
This landlord oversees 10 different properties in the Allston-Brighton

See Landlords, A4

‘First Take’
to film live
at Gasson
ESPN show will be
on campus before

FSU football game
Michael Sullivan

Heights Editor
Get

By

James Lucey

Heights Staff
Responding to a number ofcomplaints surrounding Boston
College’s new wireless network, BC Information Technology
Services is ramping up efforts to resolve connectivity issues
on campus and improve its IT infrastructure.
Early in the afternoon in late-May this past summer, BC
students received an email from BC ITS titled “REMINDER:
Network Upgrade Begins Next Week.” It laid out a schedule
for the following week, in which BC ITS began a major network infrastructure upgrade from its familiar“bcsecure” and
“Boston College” wireless networks to anew and improved
“eduroam” network.
An email from a few weeks prior formally introduced the
June 2 upgrade to the BC community, citing improved security
and ease ofuse asreasons for the infrastructure upgrade, as well
as the ability to connect to eduroam networks at participating
universities throughout the world.
“What we have arrived at is a more efficient, industrystandard, secure and scalable platform,” Scott Cann, technology

See Eduroam, A3

2150 Comm. Ave. aims for sustainability
Energy efficiency, green materials the focus for
new construction on Lower Campus
Gus Merrell

Asst. News Editor
Boston College has pushed in recent
years to create work and living environments that are more eco-friendly,

with the construction of 2150 Commonwealth Ave. as the latest step in a
sustainable direction. The new dorm,
set to be completed in summer 2016,
is being constructed with an emphasis
on water efficiency, energy and atmosphere, and the types of materials and
resources used in construction.
Robert Pion, the Sustainability Program director at BC, said that the new
dorm will offer students more control
over their environment, whether it is the
amount of lighting or having individual
thermostats in each room.

“The idea behind that is that if
you’re creating an environment that is
a healthy environment for people, then
they’re going to be more productive,
they’ll enjoy their life better, they’ll be
healthier,” Pion said. “That’s the whole
focus around LEED [Leadership in
Energy & Environmental Design], to
ensure a really good environment, but
an environment that is going to be sustainable without using lots of additional
energy or resources.”
Guided by the LEED certification
system, BC has set a goal for all new
buildings to be at least categorized as
“Silver,” or receiving at least 50 out of
a possible 110 points. Stokes Hall received a Silver rating when it was built
and BC also received Platinum designations—anything over 80 points—when

ready, Superfans, your chance

shortly.
Take will be filmed live

from Gasson Hall on Friday, Sept.
18 from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m., prior to
Boston College’s football game against

Florida State University, according to
BC Athletics.
The live talk show stars ESPN pundits Skip Bayless and Stephen A. Smith,
who engage in a roundtable debate with
guest hosts on the current events in the
world of sports.
Although normally filmed in Bristol,
Conn., the home of the sporting media
giant, ESPN, occasionally takes the
show on the road for high-profile college sporting events. ¦
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director ofITS Support Services,said in an email. “The previous
infrastructure was 17 years oldand running on hardware that
was no longer supported.”
Cann also cited the security concerns associated with the
previous “bcsecure” network using a shared wireless password
as a need to upgrade.
According to Cann, another potentially overlooked upside
to this transition—along with no longer needing to remember
which letters in the “bcsecure” password are dollar signs and
3s—is a matter offorward-thinking scalability.
“There are approximately 30,000 devices on the network at
any given time,” he explained. “We are projecting that number
could increase to as much as 75,000 in as few as 5 years. The
new network is far more scalable as the demand for networking increases.”
Transitioning this massive number of users, however, has
not been without its problems. The massive amount ofphysical
user movement between buildings and campuses has created a
particularly difficultissue for ITS to manage and, in particular,

to shine on the national stage will begin
ESPN First

/

University enters the
‘Eduroam’ era with uncertainty

By

By

Arielle Cedeno

Assoc. News Editor

DREW HOO

/
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it built the four Jesuit residences on
Foster St.
“The intent is that if there’s anew
building going up, that it’s going to be
an efficient building, so that if there’s
a building coming off line, you’re getting rid of the inefficient building, the
building that consumes a lot of energy
that consumes a lot of electricity, [and
replacing it] with the more efficient
building,” Pion said.
Close attention has been paid to
the construction of 2150 Comm. Ave.
to ensure that the high efficiency appliances can perform to the maximum
efficiency. Throughout the design and
construction process, the building
has been subject to model and sample
testing to make sure the building is
completely sealed. The dorm has high
efficiency windows that are designed to
reflect sunlight in the summer and prevent a buildup of heat, and also serve as
better insulators during the winter. The
result will be a decrease in the amount
of energy needed to heat and cool the
building throughout the year.
LEED also awards credits for buildings that emphasize water efficiency,
and 2150 Comm. Ave. is going to reduce
its water consumption by an estimated
35 percent, Pion said. All of the toilets
will be dual flush and there will be a
gray-water recycling system in the basement that will end the usage of potable
water that is used to flush toilets. The
goal, Pion said, is to eliminate any instances where you use potable water for
services other than drinking.
Currently, there are no concrete
plans for implementing drastically
green features on campus. BC neglected

See New Dorm, A3

$60,000 settlement with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in

relation to a violation of auditor independence rules by public accounting firm
Deloitte & Touche LLP.
Boynton worked in a formal capacity
with Deloitte Consulting LLP, which was
a sister firm of Deloitte & Touche at the
time of the violation. He simultaneously
served as a trustee on the boards and audit
committees of three outside funds that
were audited by Deloitte & Touche.
This presented an independence issue,
as Deloitte Consulting and Deloitte &
Touche are both subsidiaries of the same
parent company, Deloitte LLP —the U.S.
member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited (DTTL).
Thus, Boynton was consulting for a
subsidiary firm of Deloitte LLP while
simultaneously serving on the boards
of three outside funds that were audited
by another Deloitte LLP subsidiary firm,
Deloitte & Touche.
“Dean Andy Boynton acted in good
faith at all times,” said Boynton’s attorneys, Ken Lench of Kirkland and Ellis in
Washington D.C. and Susan Moniz Harrington of Rubin and Rudman in Boston.
“His business relationship with Deloitte
Consulting did not negatively impact his
decision making as a board member.”
Boynton’s involvement in this matter
will not affect his standing with Boston College as the dean of the Carroll
School.
“The SEC order involved consulting
work that was unrelated to Dr. Boynton’s
duties as dean,” University Spokesperson
Jack Dunn said. “Andy Boynton is an
outstanding dean of the Carroll School of
Management who enjoys the full support
of the University.”
Auditor independence rules require
outside auditors to remain independent
from their clients to ensure no possibility
of a firm compromising its objectivity and
impartiality when auditing financial statements, according to a press release from
the SEC. In this case, Deloitte & Touche
violated this policy with respect to the
appearance of independence by failing to
conduct an independence consultation
prior to entering into a business relationship with Boynton, while also claiming
independence from three funds with
which Boynton was involved.

See Boynton, A3
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The mass has been recently moved
to Conte Forum due to inclement weather. All classes will be
canceled from 12:00 p.m. to 1:15
p.m. for the mass.

“The investments made possible by the Light the World
campaign continue to pay off,

and we can see evidence of our
success each day in the work

being done by our students and
faculty in our classrooms and
our laboratories, on campus and
around Boston and across the
globe,” David Quigley, provost
and dean of faculties, said to
the Office of News and Public
Affairs.

Catering award
for BC Dining
Boston College Dining Services was awarded the Grand
Prize for Catering-Special
Events from the National Association of College and University Food Services for its
work catering the Pops on the
Heights Barbara and Jim Cleary
Scholarship Gala.
In its 23 years, the event
has raised about $25 million
dollars, providing scholarships
for approximately 1,000 BC
students.
The event, held this year on
Sept. 25, features BC student
performers and the Boston Pops

Esplanade Orchestra.
At the event, BC Dining
Services provides food and beverages to an audience of 7,500,
as well as catering a pre-event
reception for 1,000 high-level
donors.
Last year, several aspects of
the catering changed, including
new bento boxes and specialty,
BC-themed drinks.
Several University departments come together to present
the event, including Advancement, Athletics, and Facilities,
according to BC Dining Services
director Beth Emery.
The scale and precision of
timing required for the event
make it logistically challenging, Emery said to the Office of
News and Public Affairs.
“This award speaks to the excellent teamwork and talent that
BCDS exhibits, contributing to
the ‘Ever to Excel’ mission that
we practice each day at Boston
College,” said Patricia Bando,
associate vice president for auxiliary services, to the Office of
News and Public Affairs.
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Come out to the premiere of “For the Greater Glory
of God,” a dance/theaterpiece by Boston
College alumnus and board member,
Rev. Jeremy Zipple, S.J. The performance, directed by Rev. Robert
VerEecke, S.J., will be in Robsham
on Thursday evening at 7 p.m.

A snapshot of the Class of 2019

News
Briefs

Boston College rose to the
30th spot in the U.S. News and
World Report survey for 2016.
This is the highest the University has been ranked.
It also improved to 35th in
the ranking for “Great Schools
Great Prices.”
The Carroll School of Management dropped from 21st to
22nd in the rank of best undergraduate business programs.
Last year, the University was
ranked 31st overall, and 37th
in the “Great Schools Great
Prices” rank.
The University, which tied
with the University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill in the
30th spot, was ranked as having
the 34th best law school and
23rd best education graduate
schools.
Surpassing BC was the University of Michigan in the 29th
spot and Tufts University and
Wake Forest University, tied
at number 27. New York University followed BC, at 32nd

In the next installment of “The Arts and the Culture
of Democracy” series, there will be a
panel on “Performing Democracy:
Private Citizens in the Public
Sphere.” The talk will be in Devlin Hall, Room 101 on Thursday
evening at 6 p.m.

.

noon, sponsored by Campus Ministry.

accepted to the

Class of 2019

By Sophie

Heights

Reardon

as a city with great colleges attracts thousands of prospective

Staff

In addition to the new clocks

in the classrooms and new
grass on the lawns, Boston College added 2,289 new students
to its campus this year.
The admissions office received 29,486 applications for
the Class of 2019, which was
a 27 percent increase from the
previous year. Twenty-nine
percent of those applicants
were accepted (versus 34 percent in 2014), while the yield
dropped from 29.0 percent to
26.8 percent.
“I don’t think you can pinpoint one variable in explaining the increase,” Director
of the Office of Admissions
John Mahoney said. “Boston
College’s academic reputation
continues to resonate with the
top high school students in the
country. Boston’s reputation

students and their parents to
our campus, and I believe our
programming leaves a powerful
impression on them.”
The Class of 2019 represents
45 states and 39 foreign countries. In addition, 26 percent
of the students in the Class
of 2019 come from AHANA
backgrounds. The percentage
of international students rose
to 8 percent this year, up from
6.7 percent last year.
Because BC only accepted
29 percent of its applicants, it
is considered to be one of the
most selective universities in
the country, he explained. The
middle 50 percent of the class
has SAT scores ranging from a
1950 to a 2150.
The Carroll School of Management only admitted 21 percent of its applicants, making
it the most competitive of BC’s

undergraduate schools. This
year, the University also saw increased enrollment in the Lynch
School of Education and the
Connell School of Nursing.

This year, Mahoney said
BC received many more early
admission applications, which
he believes is due to the change
in its classification on the Common Application. Each year, the
staff of the admissions office
travels to around 1,000 schools
to recruit students.
“Our only restriction is that
students applying REA [restricted early action] to Boston College may not apply to a binding
early decision program,” Mahoney said. “Students may apply
to other early action schools in
addition to Boston College. The
other REA schools on the Common Application Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Stanford—prohibit students from applying to
other early action schools and

Boston College’s long-standing senior vice president Dr.

James P. Mclntyre passed away
last Friday, Sept. 4, of complications from multiple myeloma.
Mclntyre was a very dear friend
of my great-uncle, Rev. Francis
Mackin S.J., the former pastor
of St. Ignatius Church, and
together they were passionate about their Irish heritage
and the Irish studies at BC.
Following the passing ofmy
uncle in 2005, he and Mclntyre
became the namesakes of the
Mackin-Mclntyre Fund for Irish
Programs, after which the Irish
Room in Gasson Hall (Gasson
100) is dedicated. Mclntyre was
81 years old.
Affectionately referred to as
“Mr. BC” by those who knew
and loved him, Jim Mclntyre
tirelessly dedicated his life to
building BC for more than half
a century, having a hand in developing nearly every element of
the University that it is today.
“Dr. Mclntyre played a
unique role in the advancement
of Boston College from a commuter school to a preeminent
national university,” the BC Office of News and Public Affairs
wrote in a release on Saturday.
“Boston College’s Newton
Campus, Flynn Recreation
Complex, Thomas P. O’Neill, Jr.
Library, Silvio O. Conte Forum,
Robsham Theatre Arts Center,

the renovated Alumni Stadium,
and the Merkert Chemistry
Center were all the fruits of Dr.
Mclntyre’s efforts, in addition to
many of the University’s largest
donations, and less visible entities such as the Presidential and
Tip O’Neill scholarships that
have benefited generations of
BC students.”
Mclntyre’s efforts were
undoubtedly far-reaching and
quite often unprecedented,
ranging from financial undertakings such as assisting in the
creation of BC’s first financial
aid program and directing
its first capital campaign, to
endeavors in PR such as hosting
high-profile finance conferences
on campus intended to give
the University much-needed
exposure.
Born of Irish immigrants and
the only son of four children,
Jim Mclntyre grew up in nearby
Malden, Mass., and was raised
primarily by his mother after his
father passed away ofrheumatic
fever when he was only 6 years
old.
Epitomizing the American Dream, Mclntyre worked
tirelessly to supplement the
widow’s pension his mother received following the death of his
father. He earned a bachelor’s
degree while attending night
classes at BC and working by
day as a meat cutter and a store
clerk. Mclntyre would go on to
continue his educational career

-

early decision schools.”
Another change to BC’s application process was that the
SAT subject tests were optional.
In previous years, BC required
two subject tests.
When BC added the supplementary essays a few years

ago, the number in applicants
sharply decreased. Mahoney

believes that the supplemental
essays are a key component of
the admissions decision and are
now a commonality on many
universities applications. The
supplementary essay has attracted more serious and intentional applications, he said.
“Jesuit education emphasizes
Magis, the philosophy of seeking and doing more,” he said.
“For young people who want
more than just a great education, who want to achieve both
success and meaning in their
lives, Boston College is a great
place.” ¦

POLICE BLOTTER
Friday, Sept. 4
5:45 p.m.

-

A report was filed regarding vandalism to a residence
in Claver Hall.
8:10 p.m.

A report was filed

regarding a minor in posession
of alcohol on the Upper Dorms
Roadways.

-

Sunday, Sept. 6
12:17 p.m.

12:52 p.m. A report was filed
a suspicious person at

regarding

Campanella Way.
-

A report

-

A report was filed

regarding medical assistance
provided to a BC student who was
transported to a medical facility

Saturday, Sept. 5

1:18 p.m.

09/04/15-09/08/15

from Corcoran Commons.
8:13 a.m.
A report was filed
regarding an alarm in Maloney
-

was

filed

regarding alcohol ejections from
Alumni Stadium.

Hall.
—

Source: The

Boston College

Police Department

me a wife,” Mclntyre once joked

in 1961, a Ph.D. in 1967, and
eventually an honorary degree

in a 1999 interview with the BC
Chronicle. “It’s easy to see why
I feel such great love for this
institution.”
Building on the success of
his time working in admissions,
Mclntyre was named BC’s first
lay vice president in 1968 and
tasked with centralizing student
affairs and easing BC’s transition
into a residential campus. Finding
success in these tasks, Mclntyre
would later become the vice
president for University affairs in
1976, and eventually BC’s senior
vice president in 1986.
He held this position for
the rest of his years at BC and,
according to his Boston Globe
obituary, his dedication to that
position and the community he
served extended until his very last
days, as he attended a BC faculty
convocation just two days before
he passed away. Mclntyre passed
away peacefully last week, surrounded by his beloved wife of 52
years and much of his immediate
family.
“It has been a wonderful
experience and a joyous life,” McIntyre said in a recent interview
with the Chronicle. “I am fortunate to have had a very satisfying
career and to have worked at an
institution I love and whose mission I support.” ¦

Before beginning his career
at BC in 1959 and subsequently

earning the titles of “Mr. BC” or
“BC s Ambassador,” Mclntyre first

turned down job offers from large
companies such as Raytheon
Corp., drawing warnings from

his family. Their concern about
a less lucrative “salary and other
earthly rewards,” as he wrote in
his memoir, did not sway him. “I
thought it would be deeply satisfying to work for an organization
whose goals were very congruent with my own,” he wrote. “To
help young people live good lives,
inspired by their faith.”
Over the past few years,
Mclntyre was in the middle of
writing a memoir on his life and
experiences, and he had recently
completed this narrative while
working in coordination with
BC s Office of Marketing Communications.

These memoirs are set to be

published later this fall. Among
other reflections in these memoirs, Mclntyre wrote that eventually being hired by BC as the first
layman director of admissions in
1959 was “a shot at a vocation in
life, not merely, a job.” Indeed it
was a vocation in life, as the job
would soon introduce Mclntyre
to his lifelong wife, Monica.
“BC not only provided me an
education, but it also provided
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What is the weirdest thing you saw since you’ve been back?

“I walk into my common
room and see a life-size
cutout of Jesus.”
Sacha Hauc, MCAS
’lB

“Coffee Bean chasing students at the
studentfair.”
—John Walsh,
CSOM 17

“Buddy the Elf at
the activityfair.”
—Eileen Corkery,

MCAS ’l7

“I

saw a

bunch of

people dressed up as
vegetables.”

Shanaz Mahmood,
MCAS ’lB

Thursday, September 10, 2015
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At 2150 Comm Ave, sustainability efforts emphasized
New Dorm, from A1

an investment has to prove that

at the creation of a sustainable

it can be cost effective and return

campus as an ongoing process.
BC spends around $1 million
each year on renovations, and
many of these renovations are
upgrades to current systems to
reduce energy consumption.
The Sustainability Program at
BC, however, recognizes that new
buildings with high efficient windows and gray-water recycling

to install a green roof or solar

a realistic amount of renewable

panels on top of 2150 Comm.
Ave., and there are no plans to
create an entirely sustainable
building. Pion said that BC is

energy. The University is more
focused on the low hanging
fruits, as Pion described it: high-

not interested in putting in solar

panels, for example, just for the
sake of being able to claim they
use solar panels. He said such

efficiency boilers, shower heads,
and light fixtures are all tangible
and cost-effective upgrades to
outdated systems.
The University is looking

machines can only do so much.
Pion said that there needs to be
a radical change amongst the BC
community to have an immediate
impact on the University’s ecofootprint. That means students
and staff would need to listen to
and implement the initiatives of
groups on campus like EcoPledge
and the environmental caucus of
the Undergraduate Government

of Boston College. He said small,

we will individually and col-

personal action will make an
immediate change on campus,

lectively address the issues and
situations that have risen as a
result of these changes,” Pion
said. “These smaller actions
combined together make a more
immediate impact upon our
own campus environment and
hopefully open our eyes to the
bigger picture and its demands
upon us.” ¦

and creating a culture that focuses on sustainability will create long-lasting changes quicker
than if students just wait for BC
to install solar panels on every
building.
“Ultimately we all need to take
personal responsibility for how

Junior jailed first night abroad
By Carolyn

Freeman

News Editor
After spending a night in an
Italian jail, Michael Walsh, CSOM

17, was sentenced

to

eight months

probation after allegedly assaulting

duty in SantAmbrogio
Square in Florence on his first night
abroad. The conviction will not
be mentioned in Walsh’s criminal
record, according to the Corriere
Fiorentino, a local newspaper.
Walsh explained to the judgein
a soldier on

JOHN WILEY / HEIGHTS EDITOR

The Boston College class of 2015, including the Boston College Law School, walks at graduation in May.

Aspiring BC lawyers now able
to complete J.D. in six years
By Sophie

Rearoon

year MA and dual degree programs,” said Akua Sarr, associate

Heights Staff
This year, Boston College will begin offering a dual degreeprogram for
students interested in Law School.
The “3+3” Program allows students toreceive both an undergraduate degree and law degree from
BC in six years, reducing the time
and cost of obtaining a law degree.
Students apply to the program as
juniors, and if admitted, can skip
their senior year and switch right
into the law school.
“This program may provide an
attractive option for a small number
of highly motivated and exceptionally well-qualified students who
are certain they want to attend law
school and who possess the skills
and desires to be successful in
expediting their legal studies,” said
Rev. Gregory Kalscheur, S.J., dean
of the Morrissey College of Arts &
Sciences, who formerly worked at
BC Law School.
BC Law’s 3+3 Program will not
be the first dual degree program
at BC.
“There are a number of fifth

dean of MCAS and director of the
academic advising center. “But
this program is unique in that it is
an accelerated admission to Law
School.”
The application process, he
said, is much the same as a senior
who is applying to Law School. In
order to apply, students must have
a certain GPA and LSAT score and
have successfully completed all
requirements for an undergraduate
major. If a student is accepted into
the program, he or she will obtain
an undergraduate degree after the
first year in the law program and his
or her law degree after the third year
in the law program.
Students applying to the 3+3
Program, he added, do not have to
have studied a particular subject in
order to be accepted.
“Students should study things
that they are passionate about and
know that Law School is still an
option,” Rougeau said.
Assuming that those in the program meet undergraduate requirements in their fourth year, they will

be able to walk with their class at
graduation, Sarr said.
Students guaranteedfour years
of housing will not be given the
fourth year of housing if they
choose enroll in the program.
Once becoming a fourth-year
in the program, the students will
completely transition to the Law
School, said John Stachniewicz,
associate dean for Administration
& Finance at BC Law School.
Many other universities have
implemented the same program, including GeorgetownUniversity and
Columbia University, Stachniewicz
said. At these other schools where
the 3+3 Program has been implemented, only about four students
have chosen to enroll in it, he said.
He believes that this may be attributed to the fact that students have
to give up their senior year.
“For a very small number of
Morrissey College students who
know they want to attend the
Boston College Law School, this
program will provide a more affordable and seamless option for
pursuing that path,” Kalscheur
said. ¦

his case that he wanted to celebrate
his first night of being abroad. He
was noticed irritating passersby
in the square-screaming and approaching a family —when the
bar manager held him down. In
response, he threw a bottle, which
hit the man, Salvatore Sicily, in the
temple. Sicily was taken to Hospital Santa Maria Nuova, where
he received four stitches and a
CAT Scan.
The Guardia diFinanza picked
up Walsh, who spent the night in

jail. At 9 the next morning, Walsh
arrived in Italian court. The judge

accepted Walsh’s plea bargain,
and he was sentenced to eight
months with probation.
Nick Gozik, the director of
Boston College’s international
programs, declined to comment, citing that the the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA) prevents him from
discussing the case. Walsh did
not respond to a request for comment. ¦

A slow network transition
work with the start of September.
“I was very sorry to hear that
students were not having a good
experience,” Cann responded when
asked about coverage complaints. “I
haveheard that there were complaints
and we take them very seriously. As
the Help Center gets more calls on
any specific issue, those problems
are escalated to management and we
assemble the appropriate technical
teams to address the issues.”
Despite the issues and initial
technical difficulties, many students
are reporting that coverage and performance are improving.
“These things are rarely easy,”
said Bill Bowditch, a computer science major and MCAS T7. “But they
have to happen somewhere along the
line, nobody wants to be left behind.
Progress always involves risks, you
can’t steal second base and keep your
foot on first.”
“There are no more major changes

Eduroam, from A1
prepare for during the emptier summer months.
“A challenge for us was simulating
the demand of 5,000 to 7,000 people
moving across campus during class
exchanges. As each person passes
from building to building, their devices are potentially authenticating
every wireless access point they pass.
This proved to be problematic in the
first days of school this year.”
With the difficulties that have
come from such a massive transition,
ITS had its hands full handling student feedback and closely monitoring network performance as students
returned. In response to potential
concerns on campus, it implemented
a large-scale service arrangement to
assist with network-related issues to
make the transition as seamless as
possiblefor the approximately 30,000
new devices connecting to the net-

under wayright now,” Cann explained
when asked about any ongoing or
planned work taking place on the
network. “We are activelymonitoring
network performance and our Help
Center tickets, making as many necessary changes to improve performance
as needed.”
The network facelift, according
to those in ITS, was in response to
an increased focus on cyber security
and network capacity. According to
the BC ITS website, this upgrade will
connect BC to “thousands of colleges
and universities in over 74 territories”
in a “world-wide roaming access service developed for the international
research and education community’
“Student feedback is critical to
improving our services and we want
to hear about it. The Help Center will
always be the quickest way to get this
information to us or to simply get
help,” Cann said “I am happy to talk
with anyone as well.” ¦

Boynton fined $60,000 by SEC
Boynton, from A1

pendence violation and voluntarily
reported it to the SEC in March of

Boynton’s initial independence
consultation was not conducted until
five years into his working relationship with Deloitte Consulting. According to the press release, Deloitte

Consulting acquired a proprietary

brainstorming business methodology from Boynton in 2006 and
worked with Boynton to institute it,
with both internal and external firm
clients through 2011. Boynton was
compensated with consulting fees for
his external client work.
Deloitte self-identified the inde-

2012, according to Reuters.
Furthermore, Boynton failed to
clarify his involvement with Deloitte
Consulting LLP on an annual trustee
and office questionnaire administered by APLS Fund Services, a
form required of him as a trustee of
the three funds’ boards and audit
committees. According to the SEC,
APLS’s questionnaires did not fully
express business relationships with
the auditor’s affiliates—thus, it lacked
the framework to prevent auditor
independence violations.

Ultimately, the SEC sanctioned
& Touche for violating audi-

Deloitte

tor independence standards, charged

Boynton for similar reporting violations, and sanctioned the ALPS for
related compliance violations. All
parties reached a settlement agreement for the charges brought against
them. Deloitte & Touche settled with
the SEC for upward of $1 million in
disgorgement of audit fees, interest,
and penalties. Boynton settled for
just over $60,000 also for disgorgement, interest, and penalties. ALPS
reached a settlement with the SEC for
a $45,000 penalty. ¦
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‘GymSnap’ tells college students how crowded gym is at any time
By Joanna Yuelys
For The Heights
Asa former college baseball player,
David Stanton understands all too well
the inconveniences of a crowded gym.
“I always got frustrated when I
would show up and it would always be
so packed,” he said.
Stanton graduated last year from
Colby College, and was surprised
to find out that his friends at larger
schools had similar problems. He decided to begin developing an app that
would allow college students to check
how busy their gyms were at any given
time.

“I just kind of figured there had to
be a better way to figure this out beyond just paying for a giant new gym,”
Stanton said.
The coding and framework of the
application was initially outlined by
Stanton himself toward the end of 2014,
but he needed a full team to start his
new venture. He brought on his friend
from high school, Joe Rockland, to
run the marketing and sales aspects of
the business. Stanton also hired some
developersto help get the app up and
running before launching in January
of this year.
The idea of GymSnap was first
released to the public at the Massachusetts Association for Recreational
Sports (MARS) workshop at Salem
State University at the end of June to
an audience of many different local
colleges and organizations.
Most colleges and universities —including Boston College—take facility
counts to determine the level of occupancy in different areas. GymSnap
allows recreational employees to input
data directly into a program in certain
time increments to allow students to

checl< the traffic of the gym.
“You can see how busy the weight
room is as well, as other facilities such
as basketball courts, pool, track, etc.,”
Stanton said.
GymSnap is designed for students
to schedule their gym trips in the most
efficient manner possible. But Stanton argues the app also benefits the
employees who run the recreational
facilities. GymSnap would give them
statistics of equipment usage of the
gym at different times to better schedule cleaning, maintenance, and special
events for students.
“The biggest challenge is we kind of
have a unique product in the sense that
half of it is targeted toward college students and half is targeted to recreation
professionals,” Stanton said.
The app has a feature that notifies
students with reminders about gym
hours with respect to a university’s
calendar, as well as direct messages
about any maintenance or equipment
issues that might hinder potential gymgoers. GymSnap also has a blog that
covers topics related to fitness, with
posts like “Effects of Alcohol,” and “Be
Fit and Lift Ladies.”
GymSnap will be made available
to students at its first school in a few
weeks. The app could be coming to
BC’s Flynn Recreation Complex in the
near future, as Stanton explained that
he would like to collaborate with the
University.
Although the app is just in its first
year, the GymSnap team is currently
in preliminary discussions with a few
other local schools and has big plans
for the future. Stanton eventuallywants
to bring GymSnap to campuses across
the country.
“I know it’s something I would have
liked in school,” he said. ¦
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David Stanton decided to develop an app that allows college students to check how busy their gyms are at any given time.

Mo’ money, mo’problems: featuring the notorious l.a.n.d.l.o.r.d.
packaging.
I found out, upon opening, that

the envelope was a costly reminder
from Boston’s Inspectional Services
Department (ISD) to not leave trash

Sarah Moore
Last week, my off-campus house

wasn’t the only one to receive an unexpected delivery.
In the form of a little green envelope—which, for the record, would
have been pretty cute stationary if
it had different contents —the
city
served up my first taste of tenancy.
Okay, so a $25 fine isn’t the endall-be-all of off-campus housing.
Really, it wasn’t enough to dwindle
my first day of school spirit and
I almost appreciated the sense of
camaraderie it facilitated as I walked
up Gerald Rd. and passed envelopes
taped to every other house.
They were swinging, mockingly,
from glass doors, weathered pillars,
and mailboxes, essentially screaming
“notice me, suckers” from their neon

out on the curb unless it was 5 p.m.

the evening before trash day.
Makes sense—l wouldn’t want my
street to be covered by more glass and
garbage than it already is consumed
by after every weekend
When hundreds of undergraduates
have just moved out of and into these
residences, however, a little trash can
be expected—especially when both
your landlord and a Boston College
off-campus representative have told
you to leave everything from used
clorox wipes to empty Keurig boxes
on the curb.
So I am, obviously, still a little bitter about this misunderstanding, but
it could have been worse—which
I
later found out was a reality for many
of my neighbors.
My roommates and I got hit with a
relatively small fine, which is still pret-

ty stiff on a college kid’s budget, but
just a block away a house of friends
accrued over $3OO in fines in just their

the landlords are the ones who will be
picking up the check for these infrac-

first week—all

Asa romantic 20-year-old undergraduate who thought off-campus
living would be all drinking out of
mason jars and finally (FINALLY) getting to use candles in my room, I can
tell you that such is not the case.
Although the trash that was left
on my curb was more than just five
roommates’ empty boxes, including
paint and cleaning supplies left from
our landlord’s refurbishing staff, and
though I was told by both him and a
BC rep that we could leave it there, I
am still the one who has to cough up
the city’s cash.
This time it was a mere $25, but
what if the next violation that I unknowingly incur is more?
What if it is $5O for leaving my
trash can slightly open, or a week of
forgetting to shovel my sidewalk when
the snow inevitably hits this winter,
which, at a fine of $l5 a day, would
add up to $lO5—both very real Boston

because of move-in
trash that their landlord advised them
to leave outside.
The City of Boston, its Mayor, its
residents, and its major publications
have been pretty interested in this
landlord-city relationship this past
week.
Namely, The Boston Globe recently
published multiple articles concerning
the impressive number of violations
and fines issued to landlords in the
week following Sept. 1.
With Boston being, quite literally,
a Hub for students, it makes sense
for the city to be concerned with this
issue—but is Boston more concerned
with its landlord’s problems than the
students who will be the ones facing
them?
“The city of Boston issued more
than 3,500 fines to landlords for flouting property codes,” writes a Globe
article from last week, implying that

tions.

ordinances.
Some of us could use that cash for
ramen noodles, red cups, textbooks,
or other undergraduate necessities.
So you may win this time, landlords and the ISD. I’ll pay your fine,
just as I’m sure that my friends and
neighbors will.
We will succumb to the first
round of your mildly inconvenient,
yet safety-oriented, city codes and
ordinances, but don’t think we will allow you to take advantage of us in the
coming months.
We may be new to this whole renting thing, and at times a little trashy
(pun intended), but next time an envelope ends up on my doorstep, I won’t
be as quick to pull out my wallet.

Sarah Moore is the Asst. Metro
Editorfor The Heights. She can be
reached at metro@bcheights.com

After move-in week, over 3,500 fines issued to off-campus landlords

WILL MENNICKEN/ HEIGHTS STAFF

The City of Boston has been cracking down on off-campus housing safety violations.
Landlords, from A1

tive carbon monoxide and smoke detectors. Forty-five resulted from rat or

area. Sanbourne’s landlord claims that
he won’t pay any of the fines—it will be
up to Sanbourne and her roommates
to cover the cost.
Over the past week, the city issued
3,527 fines to landlords in Boston, with
1,692 falling on those that own properties in Allston-Brighton.
There were also 447 property safety
violations given, which do not require
a fine to be paid.
79 were issued for missing or defec-

bug infestations—including bed bugs
in some cases. Other various citations
were issued to landlords and tenants
for violating city safety ordiances.
Twenty-four were issued for unsafe structures, and 30 for unsanitary
conditions.
The record number of citations is a
result of numerous requests from the
public that the Boston Inspectional
Services Department pay closer attention to conditions that are often

cramped, unsanitary, and dangerous.
A 2014 Boston Globe Spotlight in-

people to identify themselves either,

thousands of college students living

ISD Commissioner William Christo-

in the area.

vestigation found that many students
living off campus have no choice but

pher said to The Globe.

The City Council will hold several
public hearings this month to address
the issue of overcrowding in student

to live in overcrowded properties that
pose hazardous living conditions. In
many cases, the landlords of these
properties have not been held accountable for the damages.
Brighton property manager Eric
Coughlin points out that there are
many instances where violation of the
“No More Than Four” rule doesn’t give
rise to overcrowding.
“You can’t tell a landlord with a
five or six bedroom property, ‘You
can’t rent this to five or six people,’”
Coughlin said. “You’re not going to be
living on top of each other.”
Bostonians are calling for upcoming investigations (Aug. 28 to Sept. 2)
to be more thorough, and for checkups
to be routinely performed throughout
the year.
The City has yet to issue a single
fine for infringement of this rule,
though they found hundreds of apartments in violation during a widespread
investigation last year.
The ISD is not allowed to force entry into residencies, and cannot force

He argues that the problem is it
is virtually impossible to determine
whether residents are undergraduates.

apartments.
The hearings will focus on how

Looking to the future, Boston
Mayor Martin J. Walsh, WCAS ‘O9,
has indicated that this problem is a
top priority, and stressed the importance protecting the wellbeing of the

the City can more effectively and
efficiently enforce the rule, prevent
overcrowding, and ensure the overall
safety and health of students living in
off-campus Boston properties. ¦

WILL MENNICKEN/ HEIGHTS STAFF

Landlords and tenants were issued thousands of fines for violatingcity ordinances.
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Swipe right: new app ‘Tender’ reminds millenials how to cook
By Ryan Towey

Heights Senior Staff
It was almost hard to keep up with
Necco Ceresani as he marched toward
a table at a Starbucks in the Prudential
Center. He’s mastered the speed walk, and
others strapped for time would do well to
mirror his technique.
Ceresani is the CEO of the recentlylaunched Tender, an app that helps users
discover new food recipes—and it has the
potential to be a hit.
Six weeks since its official launch in
late July, the app has reached 150,000 users, with new users engaging the app from
locations as far-flung as New Zealand and
Saudi Arabia.
Having not yet adjusted to wearing
his sudden success like it fits, Ceresani
discusses Tender with humble and bewildered excitement. “We’re wildly international,” he said.
Ceresani, along with co-founders
Jordan Homan and David Blumenfeld,
went from working standard 9-5 days
to working around the clock. They leave
their day jobs and gather in Blumenfeld’s
South End living room, praying that their
servers won’t crash and networking with
the people they hope can convert Tender
into a fully-funded business.
Wearing a plaid button-down shirt and
his hair pulled back in a taut man-bun,
Ceresani far from fits the stereotype of a
CEO—and he knows it. He joked about
introducing himself to other executives
in the tech community and adjusting to
being viewed as a peer. But the success of
his idea speaks for itself.

Media outlets—which
have covered
Tender’s launch in droves—are calling
the new app “the Tinder for food,” but
this characterization may be a little too
neat, despite the app’s flirtation with
Tinder’s name.
The app does borrow Tinder’s swiperight-swipe-left interface, but the two apps
satisfy quite different human urges—one
offers an opportunity for a romantic or
sexual encounter, while the other helps
users figure out what the hell to do with
the chicken sitting in their freezers.
Bloggers create Tender profiles and
populate the app with their recipes, which
users can filter using a list of preferences
in the search engine. From there, users

right on recipe for Chicken
Normandy and save it to a personal “Cookcan swipe

book” for later.
It’s exactly the type of app Ceresani
might have enjoyed when he was a student
at the College of Charleston, where he
developeda love of cooking while working
in restaurants and rooming with Homan
and Blumenfeld.
The three men are a dream team of
sorts, with Homan serving as the techsavvy coder of the operation and Blumenfeld offering an analytical business
perspective to match Ceresani’s ambitious
ideas. Indeed, Blumenfeld tried to temper
Ceresani’s lofty vision for Tender as they
prepared to launch the app.
“You’re not just going to get 1,000 users,” Blumenfeld told him. “This is going
to be a lot of work.”
As it turned out, Blumenfeld underestimated the public’s response to the
app, and Ceresani argues that Tender has

FRANCISCO RUELA
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Necco Ceresani is the CEO of Tender, an app that helps users discover new food recipes and has already reached 150,000 users.
managed to stand out in a saturated tech
environment partly because of work by
Homan’s girlfriend, a graphic designer who
provided Tender with a sleek design.
But the app’s draw is also linked to its
convenience in regard to the fast-paced
lifestyle of a modern 20-something, for
whom time in the kitchen has been decentralized.
“It’s become so easy and natural for us
to grab something on the way,” he said.
“Millennials have forgotten how to cook
almost.”
Ceresani imagines Tender as a force

that can increase the number of people
who find time to cook, providing an easy
way for people to discover new recipes on
a commute home from work.
With Tender demanding so much of
their time, though, Ceresani, Homan, and
Blumenfeld themselves have less time to
cook than ever.
In a video Ceresani took on his iPhone
the first week the app launched, the
three founders are sitting on couches
in wrinkled T-shirts with computers on
their laps.
Ceresani’s impulse to document their

stressful early days now seems prescient.
Should Tender continue to grow, thevideo

could eventuallyserve as a record of a success story’s beginnings.
“We had a cooking app, but we weren’t
eating,” Ceresani said while watching the
video.
But when the three friends need to take
a break from the around-the-clock work
that defines their waking hours —a chance
to keep the joy that fuels their endeavor
alive—they gather on weekends to cook a
decent meal together.
It’s what they’ve always done. ¦

No city for sleeping men: sleep and the art of time management

Archer Parquette
You have a limited time on
this earth. There is a small window
during which you can experience
existence and the various intricacies
of life that make us human. An even
smaller window exists during which
you can experience these things at
your leisure, while in relatively acceptable health.
The sad truth is that most people
living in that elusive window don’t
realize it and act like idiots. They
waste precious time that, when
they’re old and dying, they’ll long for
but never again experience.
Last year, I was one of those
idiots. During my freshman year, I
figured that the best thing to do with
any free mornings in my schedule was to sleep. While sleeping, I
wouldn’t have to worry about my
classes, my future, the state of political discourse, or the army of pitchfork-wielding old women who had
been chasing me around campus.

I could just lay down with my eyes
closed while my youth slowly decayed
in front of me.
My days off went like this:
1:00 a.m.: Realize I haven’t eaten
for four days. Eat mozzarella sticks
and a burger.
2:00 a.m.: Sleep.
4:00 a.m.: Suffer a horrifying
apocalyptic vision.
9:30 a.m.: Wake up and realize if that if I get up now, I can still
salvage a day.
9:31 a.m.: Realize that I don’t
want to salvage a day because that
would mean getting up and confronting an existence I’m not all that
happy about. Sleep.
1:00 p.m.: Wake up in a strange
hazy cloud. Stumble around my
room. Feel acute sense of shame.
2:00 p.m.: Read
And that was life. Sleep was
the ultimate escape. On some of
these days off, I really wanted to go
into Boston to visit anew restaurant
or store, but it was already the late
afternoon so I didn’t bother.
I didn’t deserve to be a Metro
columnist. My hypocrisy was painfully evident. I was telling people to
get out and appreciate the moveable
feast that is Boston while I lived in
a half-comatose state. But this year

something changed.

Recently, after moving into the
one-and-only Walsh Hall, I found
myself awake in bed at six in the
morning. It came to my attention that
I was slowly drowning in a pool of my
own sweat.

I held my breath and

managed

to surface. After swimming out of

bed, I stood next to that stank-bomb,
sweat-pool of a mattress and checked
the clock. I decided, then and there,
that I wasn’t going back to sleep. I
was going to do something and then I
was going to continue doing something until the nighttime.
So, I prepared myself for the
day and ventured out onto our fine
campus. The first thing I noticed
was how few people were wandering
around. Then I noticed that the sun
was still low in the sky, so I wasn’t
being slow-roasted under my clothes.
Everything was quiet and perfect.
There was a sense of calm that refuted the constant, infuriating clamor
of mid-day.
In that moment I realized
that Boston, and in turn the world,
can only be truly experienced from
more than one angle. To visit Boston
during the afternoon is nothing
like visiting it in the early morning
hours. Anew era had dawned: The

Era of Waking Up Early and Doing
Stuff While Also Staying Up Kind of
Late and Also Doing Stuff So That A
Whole Lot of Stuff Can Get Done and
Also Going Into the City A Lot and
Loving Boston and Eating Good Food
and Reading Good Books and Living
A Good Life, But Also Struggling to
Stay Awake in Class So Maybe Catching A Few More Hours of Sleep, But
Not Too Many Because of All that
Other Stuff.
This era was going to be glorious. So upon its dawning I recalled
the perfect example of an earlymorning Boston experience.
I once took the very first Green
Line T of the day into the city at
roughly 4:45 a.m. This was so I could
catch a bus to New Hampshire, but it
still afforded me the opportunity to
see the city which I hoped I was getting to know well, from anew light.
The nearly-abandoned streets
were the perfect playground. There
were no crowds, no bustle, just me
and the city. The streetlights were
still on but the sun’s first rays were
just beginning to peak above the
horizon, creating a dim, dream-like
quality. The music of the city was
less cacophonous and more soothing,
reminding me of what makes a city
beautiful.

When I first woke up I was groggy
and unhappy. I would have rather just
re-sedated myself and let the sandman perform his remarkably creepy
sand-in-the-eyes-while-you’re-atyour-most-vulnerable duties. But
when immersed in Boston in those
beautiful pre-sunrise hours, it was
clear that I had been missing out.
Digression: I won’t pretend everything was perfect because that’s not
how life works. I did see a homeless
woman

talking animatedly to a bag

filled with toilet paper (no lie). So

always keep your guard up.
As I approached the closing of
this, another fine column, I’d like to
lay down some advice.
Get your eight hours of sleep (six
or seven if you’re not a wimp), but
then get up and confront the world.
Relive an old experience in anew
way. Go places where you know there
won’t be a crowd. Bea maverick, a
hero in your own story. The clock’s
ticking on your youth and your life,
don’t let it run out before you get
your fill.

Archer Parquette is an editor for
The Heights. He can be reached
at metro@bcheights.com

Three BC students look to expand photo-sharing app off campus
By Pasquale Difilippo
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Staff

Boston College juniors John Doherty,
MCAS ’l7, Theodore Chapman, CSOM
T7, and Jack Uesugi, CSOM ’l7, launched
Pstcrd, the first merit-based Instagram
platform where users have the ability to
vote on content that they deem interesting or “cool.”
If a user swipes right, the app will
“like” the photo, and it is instantly shared
with three more users, while if the user
swipes left, the photo won’t be shared.
The founders argue this allows for the
best content creators to obtain the most
exposure.
“The swipe-right, swipe-left functionality has a really addicting feel and keeps
bringing users back,” Doherty said.
Doherty, a computer science major,
began building apps when he was in
high school. He initially created an app
with the same name (plus a few letters), “Postcard,” which allowed users
to follow places the same way you can
follow people with the current version
of the app.
“Eventually it evolved into a similar
concept, and eventually into this, where
we realized we could piggyback off of
Instagram and its infrastructure,” he said.

Instagram’s open API allows developers
and apps like Pstcrd to access users’
photos, followers, who they’re following,
and profile information.
Doherty, Chapman, and Uesugi met
freshman year while living together in
Fitzpatrick Hall. “JP’s [Doherty’s] background working on apps and Jack and
my background in social media led us
together—we started collaborating on
the idea,” Chapman said. He primarily
works on the social media presence and
marketing for Pstcrd.
Doherty and the team launched
Pstcrd after they felt that the App Store
was flooded with apps that offer likes and
followers to users. The team explained
that even if your Instagram account is
private, photos can be viewed on the
app, but users still have the capability to
accept or decline followers. Other users
also can’t view their account. Pstcrd is
focused on helping users find content
that is deemed interesting specifically by
the community, unlike many other apps
which are “like-for-like” in nature.
When users sign-on to the service,
they can share photos that they previously “Instagrammed” with up to 10 random users on Pstcrd. “Users can increase
the number of people they share with by
following more people or inviting friends

onto the app,” Doherty said. The

applica-

tion also features a leaderboard which

highlights the top photos and content
creators within the past 24 hours. This
allows for users to select the best content,
unlike the cluttered “Discovery” feed on
Instagram.
The team entered their idea into the
Boston College Venture Competition
(BCVC) last spring. Since the competition, the group has completely redesigned the app. Doherty felt that BCVC
both challenged their idea and taught
them how serious pitching to VCs can be.
“BCVC was an enlightening experience,”
he said. “It taught us that if you want to
raise money or seek mentorship—you
need to go to the right people with the
right expertise and knowledge.”
As part of Soaring Startup Circle
(SSC) this summer, the group had the
chance to meet with many leaders within
Boston’s advertising space. “One of the
big takeaways from the summer was figuring out how to communicate the value
of Pstcrd to potential venture capitalists,”
Chapman said.
Just as users swipe left or right to
vote on pictures, an advertisement will
appear in the voting interface of the app.
“This garnered interest from a handful
of investors when I pitched at the final

PASQUALE DIFILIPPO / HEIGHTS STAFF

John Doherty (left) and Theodore Chapman (right) created Pstcrd, which has nearly 600 users.
couple Boston-based companies expressed their
SSC event this summer—a

is available on iOS. Looking to the future,

desire to do some A/B testing with us in
the future.”
While creating Pstcrd, the team had
to overcome some challenges, such as
designing the product and finding a relatively inexpensive developer. Currently,
Pstcrd has approximately 600 users, and

the team hopes to figure out how to expand the product into Boston.
“This is sort of a niche product—maybe we could somehow create an independent photo sharing network that’s based
around this ‘pass along’ content —or
maybe even add other social media platforms” Doherty said. ¦
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Rough launch for
‘eduroam’ network

“I dream. Sometimes I think that’s the only right thing to do’.’
-Haruki Murakami (1949-), Japanese writer

See this blank space? Want to fill it? Draw
a weekly comic for

In late May, when most Boston the scenes to keep the University
College students were away from running up to modern day speed,
campus on break, BC ITS began a and the switch to “eduroam” represents an uncharacteristicallytransmajor network infrastructure upgrade from “bcsecure” and “Boston parent modification to student life.
College” wirelessnetworks to anew, To see such a change go poorly only
improved “eduroam” network. And, reflects negativelyon BC ITS, when
with the students back on campus BC ITS’s intentions for the new
for the fall semester, the results of network are wellfounded. The new
this supposed improvement can network will allow study abroad and
be considered a lackluster start off-campus students to connect to
to what will hopefully be a major WiFi by just logging in with his or
advancement.
her BC credentials, it will be able to
The problem with “eduroam” is
The problem with
that it doesn’t connect and doesn’t
stay connected as reliably as the old
“eduroam” is
it
networks —as a wireless network,
doesn’t connect and
its ability to provide its intended
doesn’t stay connected
service relies directly on these abilities. Even after students remove all
as reliably as
old
other wireless networks his or her
networks.
computer has ever had, he or she
might be unable to get the network. handle large-scale campus events,
During the student involvement such as sports games and talks
fair, there were major issues with from well-renowned speakers, and
network connectivity because such it will allow BC to keep up to speed
a large volume of people were atwith other colleges in Boston who
tempting to access eduroam all also have already made the switch,
at the same time. Even professors including Harvard, Simmons, and
have had to pause class in order Emerson.
to figure out network connectivity
Yes, it seems as if “eduroam” is
issues. While in the larger scheme a step backward for campus life
of all tribulations and struggles on and the BC ITS department, but
and off campus, having to wait a in reality all it is is a shoddy start.
couple minutes for WiFi is relatively Ultimately, the new WiFi is a great
minor, it still presents an interferconcept that, if pulled off to its full
ence with academic pursuits and capacity, will make students wonder
should therefore not be ignored or why “bcsecure” and “Boston Colaccepted.
lege” didn’t get thrown out of the
BC ITS does a lot of workbehind game semesters earlier.
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Challenging program offers
condensed law degree
Students eager to start their adult
lives as corporate attorneys, tax
lawyers and judges will now be able
to start a year earlier. The Boston
College Law School, in conjunction with the Morrissey College
of Arts & Sciences, has created
a program called “3+3,” in which
eligiblestudents can complete their
undergraduate and law degrees in
six years. Interested juniors can
apply and will then, in exchange
for their final year of housing, take
law school classes their senior year
and reduce the time and cost of
earning a J.D.
The program is attractive for
a number of reasons: it’s cheaper,
faster, and displays the motivation
and drive that lawfirms scouting for
new hires covet. Juniors certain they
want to attend BC Law School will
be able to complete their degree a
year earlierthan their competitors.
Other competitive schools have
similar programs, such as Georgetown University and Columbia University. Interestingly, only a few students have chosen to enroll in those
comparable programs. Perhaps
the same will be true at BC—there
can’t be that many students who,
as juniors, are certain they want to
be BC-educated lawyers. Although
participants in the program will
still walk at their original class’
graduation, they will be a member
of the Law school rather than their
undergraduate program for their
senior year.
BC has several programs like
this, including the Lynch School
of Education’s five-year master’s
program and the master’s of social work program offered by the
Graduate School of Social Work.
The shift toward these programs re-

The views expressed in the above edito-

t

fleets a change in how a University
education is viewed. BC has never
been one of those schools where
students linger on for five or six
years, slowly collecting credits. But,
it also is not a school that students
strive to escape from as fast as possible, in two or three years. It’s rare
that a student is able to graduate
in under four years. That makes
the BC experience fairly regulated.
Five or six-year programs like the
3+3 program upend the strict BC

mods

The program is

attractivefor a number
of reasons: it’s cheaper,

$

faster, and displays the
motivation and drive
that lawfirms scouting
for new hires covet.
Juniors certain they
want to attend Boston
College Law School will
be able to complete their
degree a year earlier
than their competitors.
experience, for better or for worse.
Students in this program will spend
their senior year taking classes on
the Newton Campus, where they
will see the faces of law students
rather than the fresh smiles of new
freshman. They’ll be in a different
world than their fellow peers—a
worldof pressing law cases and legal
internships, not one where senior
week is around the corner. And for
the few students who choose to go
that route, that may be fine, but the
program must be approached with
the right reasons and a firm mind.
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Not growing indifferent to accomplishments Post-grad

Eric

Zhang

Here at Boston College, I’m a part
of the Emerging Leaders Program, or

Sometimes, it’s
the only thing that you got going
for you.
FOUR DAY WEEK

-
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*
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THE GUY MIXING SUPPLEMENTS AT
THE PLEX
There’s a time and a
place for everything. Kitchens are
for cooking. Beds are for sleeping. Classrooms are for learning.
The Plex, all things considered, is
for working out. What the Plex is
not for is mixing three different
containers of creatine powder, preworkout caffeine stimulants, and
whey protein shakes. Especially
not in the open, where everyone
can see you, as you make excessive
eye contact with all people walking
within 30 feet of you. You don’t
need that stuff that badly. There’s
no five-minute post-workout
window you need to get it in, and
even the post-24-hour-workout
window for recovery is a myth. We
get that you’re taking fitness seriously, and that you’re murdering
your kidneys along the way. You
know what kitchens are also good
for? Exactly what you shouldn’t be
doing in the Plex.
-

A REQUIRED CHAPTER, A BAD PURCHASE We’re already at the time
in class when we find out that the
book we had to get—whether
it
was just $B, or all the way up to
a $2O0 —only has a couple pivotal
chapters that we need to read. And
that’s it. Then we’re done with it
for the rest of the semester, just
to try to resell it at the end of the
semester for 75 percent less than
we bought it for. It’s not that we’re
looking to skip out of our reading.
It’s just that we’re trying to understand if there’s an easier way we
can get our reading done besides
buying a whole book.

ELP. It consists of 50 freshmen and 10

sophomore “facilitators,”

former “ELPers” who serve as mentors and friends
to the freshmen.
One of my favorite experiences as
an ELP freshman was our trip to Camp
Burgess, a sort of introductory welcome
to the program. Thus, I could not be
more excited when I found out in March
that, as a sophomore facilitator, I would
be returning to Camp Burgess with my
own group of freshmen to lead at the
end of August.
But as I reflect on my trip to Camp
Burgess two weeks ago, I can’t help but
feel a twinge of regret. I spent the majority of the two days with my mind on
other things —I was worried about how
much unpacking there was left to be
done in my dorm, concerned about the
increased academic course load sophomore year had in store for me, eager to
explore my study abroad options.
The only thing I didn’t seem to think
about was how long I was at Camp
Burgess. Before I knew it, I was chugging back to campus. My months of
anticipation had culminated in what
seemed like the fastest 36 hours I’d ever

experienced.

I had been so excited to come to college going into freshman year, and was
thrilled when I was given the freedom,
independence, and plethora of opportunities BC presented to me last year.
I gradually settled into a routine—l
finished my work, took care of my
extracurricular commitments, worked
out, and went out with my friends on
the weekends. But within a few months,
I was looking forward to going home to

-

Because first

football games and weekend nights
move fast and you’re really not totally there, and it’s about time BC
just went electronic with Student
IDs just like they did with the Gold

Pass. Hopefully in a better format
though that works when we need
it to,

please.

CHEERS TO THE FANS CUPS IN MAC-

Like the claw game for college kids:
these cups have a peel-off sticker
on the side that tantalizes you
with being able to win up to $250.
With a week gone by and FatherLeahy-only-knows how many cups
distributed to students, it would
be interesting to see how much
money has been doled out.
HUMIDITY Nice weather is fun but
brutal weather like this destroys
any chance of enjoying it. We’re
not asking for winter, or even for
fall. We’re just looking for something to take the edge off.
-

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

Competition drives us to challenge

thought of my friends back at BC. And
it went on and on, from one event to the
next, one phase of my life to the next.
I feel like all of us are always waiting
for the next thing now. We’re always
anticipating, we’re always hoping, we’re
always looking forward to whatever
is next. We seek constant gratification—and the problem is that when we
become accustomed to this, we lose
the sensation of satisfaction that each
new event or occurrence brings us. We
become preoccupied with the future to
the point where we forget the present
we live in.

rising goals. A modern, increasingly
competitive workforce demands deter-

I remember calling my sister recent-

ly, who remains one of the most motivated and intelligent people I know. Asa
senior in college dreaming of becoming

The natural

assumption of it all
is that the future will

bring more happiness,
from all different
facets of life, but it’s a
dangerous slope.
doctor, her time is fully consumed applying for medical school and scheduling interviews. What struck me is when
she discussed how desensitized she has
become, even to her own success.
Throughout college, she has worked
tirelessly for internship opportunities and research grants. But for each
accomplishment, acceptance, and
scholarship, the temporary thrill she felt
would eventually wane to a sour taste of
unfulfillment and a desire for more.
a

The collegiate culture now seems to
a pervasive, constant sense of
urgency—to apply for more, to achieve
more, to become more “successful” in
life. And perhaps that is not all bad.

ourselves to work hard and to set

ever

continuous cycle also creates a sense of

insatiable longing, day-to-day banality, and ultimately, an utter feeling of
emptiness.

The natural assumption of it all is
that the future will bring more happiness, whether that’s in the form of
relationships, professional endeavors, or
money. But it’s a dangerous slope, because if we’re always looking ahead, how
will we know when we’ve done enough?
How will we know when we’ve checked
enough boxes, when we’ve made enough
money, and when we’re even happy at
all?
The future we anticipate and work so
hard for often passes us without getting
it the acknowledgment it deserves.
If I travelled back in time to before I
left for Camp Burgess this year, I would
remind myself of this. I would stop worrying and retell myself that I’ll deal with
everything eventually, one day at a time.
I would embrace and enjoy it, knowing that Camp Burgess was something I
refused to simply toss into a file cabinet
of memories.
We can’t let ourselves grow numb
and indifferent to the present. The emotions we feel every day, the challenges
we triumph, the experiences and routine we treasure, the people we meet.
Yes—these are all things that inspire
and propel us to do more. But even
more than that, they ground us. They
are worth identifying, appreciating, and
living because they give us a sense of
belonging, pleasure, fulfillment. It lets
us keep our sanity because we know
there might not be an ultimate future
or endgame that we work towards—but
that’s ok, because that might just be the
whole point of it all.

emanate

Dan Gazzola
Many consider being vertically gifted
a benefit. Tall people can see over various
obstacles, they can reach objects on top

of things, and generally speaking, have a
strong presence. The advantages ofbeing
tall are fairly obvious, and are observed

by those of all heights. While these pros
are undisguised, the various cons of
being tall aren’t as blatant. The negative
aspects ofbeing tall are subtle, and usually
overlooked by those who don’t experience them. That being said, being the tall,
whiny, and hopefully slightly humorous
person that I am, I am excited to present
to all of Boston College the difficulties of
being tall.
The health hazard intrinsic with being
tall is clearer than other possible cons,
especially threats to the head. With being
tall comes a multitude of imminent head
injuries. Off campus basement parties
with low ceilings and even lower pipes
provide a source of endless weekend
pain. Bunk beds may give you space for
“so many activities,” but for tall people,
bunk beds also give less space for more
headaches. A BC-related peril is found at
Corcoran Commons. The conveyor belt
that takes dirty plates is a frequent perpetrator of head damage. The low metal bar
means that while leaning forward to place
plates on the sliding trays, a tall person
is simultaneously putting their head in
harm’s way.
Head injuries aren’t the only inconvenience to those with great height. Another
major difficulty for us involves merely
sitting down. Many situations in which tall
people are sitting are incredibly uncomfortable. Taking large lectures provides us
with a painful dichotomy. On one hand,
we can sit comfortably and place the foldout surfaces on our laps. Naturally, due to
our long legs, the surface rests at an angle
and forces us to take notes on a slant. The
other option is to position our legs so that

the desk can rest parallel to the ground. So
in these lectures, a tall student is forced
to either write on a 45-degree incline, or
bust out a split in order to write on a flat
surface.
Along with taking notes, we have to
deal with the social convention of calling
“shotgun” for car rides. Whatever higher
power invented “shotgun” probably wasn’t
tall, because sitting in the back is a major
bummer. Airplanes serve another medium
through which tall people are punished
via the act of sitting. Unless we’re given
the fortune of an aisle seat, we are in for a
painful ride. The inside seats don’t provide
enough space for our legs, especially when
the passenger in front is intent on rocking
back and forth, incessantly smashing our
knees in. For whatever reason, this is a
surprisingly common occurrence.
Being too tall provides plenty of
unobserved problems. I’m sure many have
been to amusement parks when they were
young, and couldn’t get on a ride because

I know it’s hard to
believe, but not everyone
above six feet is the next
Leßron. Iknow nothing
about the sport. I’m not
even sure Leßron is a
basketball player, to be
completely honest.
they weren’t tall enough. This isn’t that
bad, because chances are in a couple of
years you’ll grow and be able to ride that
coaster. For those of us that pass the “too
tall” line, we’re doomed to a life void of
the adrenaline rush courtesy of roller
coasters. We may shrink a couple inches
in old age, but by then the thrill of a roller
coaster isn’t nearly as appealing.
Showering also proves a challenge,
especially when you’re taller than the
shower head, and for whatever reason that
shower head can only point downward.
Asa result, we’re forced to crouch down
to clean our hair, and with standing up
comes the risk of yet another head injury.
A final proportion-related hindrance
comes with shopping for clothing. For

choices

mination and perseverance. But this

Eric Zhang is an op-ed columnistfor The
Heights. He can be reached atopinions@
bcheights.com.

The plight of being tall

-

LOSING YOUR ID

California and seeing my family again.
When I did finally see my family, I

whatever reason, clothing designers seem
to be under the impression that a prerequisite for having long legs is having a wide
waist. And with shopping for shirts, there
are even more variables that cause problems. It seems that when browsing shirts,
we must choose between accurate sleeve
length, correct width, or good shirt length.
Never can the trifecta be achieved.
The imposed responsibility that comes
with being tall is overwhelming. A lot of
people have certain expectations of tall
people. I know it’s hard to believe, but
not everyone above six feet tall is the next
Leßron. I’m awful at basketball. I know
nothing about the sport. I’m not even
sure if Leßron is a basketball player, to be
completely honest. And I definitely cannot
dunk. There’s the responsibility of locating
friends in crowded situations. Just because
we are on a higher visual plane doesn’t
mean that we can locate a friend that is
lost in a group of thousands of people. The
only thing I see from my vantage point, is
the stressed out faces of other tall people,
looking for other shorter people, in the
same herd.
A final expectation of tall people is
that they enjoy having others on their
shoulders. This specific instance is most
common at concerts, or sports games. If
you can’t see over the tall person in front
of you, why not climb on top of them?
That’s a reasonable line of logic. Unfortunately, some of us tall folk can barely support our own weight, let alone the weight
of another human being jumping up and
down on top of us.
I’m not saying that every tall person
dislikes being tall. There are plenty advantages being tall. I just wanted to highlight
some of the burdens tall folk carry, whether it be the constant threat to our skulls,
how difficult sitting down can be at times,
or the literal burden of another human on
our shoulders. A lot of people are envious
of those that are tall. But being tall isn’t
all it’s cut out to be. So for everyone who
desires height, just remember it’s not all
positives.

Dan Gazzola is an op-ed contributorfor
The Heights. He can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the staff columnists and cartoonists appearing on this page represent the views of
the author or artist of that particular piece, and not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and
artists for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

Pamela Taylor
Imagine two scenarios:
The first scenario tells the story of a

Boston College 2015 graduate. In May, he
accepted a full-time postgraduate offer in
financial services, which made his parents

smile ear-to-ear—the

than $200,000
they invested in their son’s education paid
more

off. Monday through Friday, he wakesup at 6
a.m. and stays late, crunching numbers in his

cubicle. He looks in the mirror, adjusting his
Burberry necktie, and tells himself the salary
and glamour is worth working in a field he
doesn’t love. His friends pat him on the back
and smile as they drink Johnnie Walker on
the roof deck of his Tribeca apartment. “At
least my parents are proud,” he thinks.
The second tells the story of another BC
2015 graduate. In May, he moved back to his
parents’ house and landed a job at a local running store. Though he is underemployed, he
is making enough to start a humble savings.
He is certain of nothing but his potential,
and therefore refuses to deduce his talents to
the drab responsibilities of a desk job. In the
face of his classmates’ blossoming professional careers, he feels stressed, confused, and
occasionally directionless. He realizes that if
he wants to make money on his own terms,
he must work harder than anyone around
him, and so he does just that—he writes,
builds, creates, attends classes, and reads
books. When acquaintances inquire about his
postgraduate plans, his wound of insecurity
reopens. Although he struggles to provide a
response that will satisfy the expectations of
others, he is consoled by the fact that he is in
pursuit of discovering his passion.
These scenarios portray two different
but equally plausiblepossibilities oflife after
BC. The scary thing is this: if I had the choice
between embodying either scenario, I’m not
sure which I would choose.
One might hope that his or her university
would encourage students to pursue their
passions. After all, being successful is about
earning a living by doing what you love, right?
Yet here at BC, amid swirling conversations
about prestigious internships, expanding networks, GPAs, and impressive postgraduate
offers, a standardized conception of“success”
has been born. Pressures to conform lead
students to actively seek high-paying positions that do not inspire them.
Some graduates choose work not because
it generates genuine excitement, but because
of the paycheck, the stability of working for
an established firm, and the acceptance and
respect that comes along with landing a
high-profile job. Even if, deep down, one is
discouraged by the direction such accomplishments will lead him, if he ascribes to
fulfilling these standards, at least he can find
some sort ofbackward comfort in knowing
his peers perceive him as successful. Beyond
Chestnut Hill, the means and timelines
to achieving successare far and wide. But
among the student population at BC, the definition of successseems to squeeze through a
suffocating funnel.
So who is more successful? The graduate who scored the high-paying entry-level
position, but is ultimatelydissatisfied with
the directionof his life? Or the graduate
who is constantly at mercy of his own selfconfidence, but finds comfort in knowing
that each day he works towards finding his
passion?
I attest to the belief that being successful
and being happy are one of the same. There
is a monetary necessity involved in living a
happy life. The money we earn, however, is
not the bottom line—rather, it is the satisfaction we receive from our work. Yet, though
it is not harmonious with the way I envision
a successful life, I still find myselfutterly
conflicted by the temptations at BC to sell
out to the big banks out of the sheer comfort
and stability they offer. Though we attend a
liberal arts university, the platter ofopportunity presented to us is sopping with careers
in financial services. Our nimble identities
are becoming victimized by the immediacy of
earning cash now.
As we emerge as adults here on BC’s
campus, it is important to think beyond
the career fair frenzies and our classmates’
five-year plans. We all want to achieve great
things, but getting sucked into other people’s
dreams will only make us further from
discovering our own. Ignore the noise—the
scrambling resume-bearing, suit-laden bodies
around you—and ask: What are my values,
and how can I align my goals with them?
Pamela Taylor is senior staff columnist
for The Heights. She can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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SOUTHENDOPENMARKET
From

May through October, shoppers, eaters, and farmers alike descend upon the
South End on Sundays for what can be described as a celebration as much as an
open market. The South End Open Market at SoWa is one of Boston’s favorite
summer traditions, and has filled the city’s Sundays with fresh food and beautiful crafts for
more than a decade. This Sunday, The Heights caught up with some of SoWa’s best artisans,
chefs, farmers, small business owners, and customers. Here are some highlights:

WORDS AND PHOTOS:

UNNET JOHNSON | METRO EDITOR*-SARAH MOORE | ASST. METRO EDITOR

FARMERS MAMET

ARTS MAMET

Minus the Moo Minus the Moo traces
its roots back to the dorm rooms of Villanova
University.
Katy Flannery and GwenBurlingame were
both roommates and ice cream lovers,but one
was lactose intolerant.
“I love ice cream and wanted to have real
dairy lactose, but I couldn’t find anything out
there that was satisfying on the market—so
I started making it myself,” Flannery said.
“I’m lactose intolerant, and Gwen is overly
sympathetic.”
Flannery and Burlingame launched
Minus the Moo this past May to bring equal
enjoyment to all ice cream lovers. Minus the
Moo makes its lactose-free ice cream from
scratch, with locally sourced ingredients and
New England dairy, free ofharmful chemicals
or additives.
Minus the Moo is based out of Boston,
and sells all of its ice cream out of an incubator
kitchen, CommonwealthKitchen in Dorchester, Mass. The duo also sells its product at the

newly openedDates and Olives restaurant on
Chestnut Hill Ave. in Brighton. Throughout
the summer, Flannery and Burlingame have
been selling cones to customers at the South
End Open Market at SoWa.
“I think one of the great things for us as
is our first time ever
anew business—this
working in the food industry—is thatit’s been
nice to have other businesses here around us,”
Burlingame said. “There’s a great community
here at SoWa.”
This Fall, Minus the Moo will begin a
partnership with BC Enactus, a social entrepreneurship organization on campus, in
order to promote the business. Flannery and
Burlingame are currently in the process of determining the details of the year-long project.
In the future, the duo has big plans to expand
Minus the Moo nationwide." We knew the
market was there for us,” Flannery said. “Our
goal is to be a national brand, because we have
found is that it’s really hard to find lactose-free
ice cream that is not a dairy alternative.”

Evy Tea Evy Chen was upset one day with
her cup oftea. She found that many bottled tea
beverages are made with artificialconcentrates
and ingredients, and Chen never understood
why anyone would want to drink a beverage
full of chemicals and artificial flavors.
So, she decided to make her own.
Chen founded her own company, called
Evy Tea, which specializes in cold-brew tea.
For the past three years, Evy Tea has been
making natural, cold-brew tea directly out of
South Boston. “We are the first cold brew tea
company in the country,” Chen said.
Cold-brew tea is very differentfrom other
iced teas because ofits complex brewing method: Whole leaves are mixed in small batches
with cold, filtered water and left to brew for
16-20 hours. The process results in a stronger
flavor without the typical bitter tea taste.

For Chen, tea runs in the family. Her family
is from the Fujian province of southeast China,
which is known for its production of some of
the world’s best tea. Her grandfatherwas a tea
trader, and her grandmother owned a garden,
which inspired Chen to use tea with hints of
herbs and distinctive fruits.
She spent a year tasting more than 100
teas from across the globe, zeroing in on coldbrewed blends to seep out bitterness. Then she
combined them with fruits, herbs, and spices
for exotic flavors. The White Tea Mojito, and
Cold-brewBlack Tea with Peaches are the most
popular beverages at her stand at the South
End Open Market at SoWa.
“This year we’re selling Evy Tea on tap
and mixing up funky, cool drinks everyweek,”
Chen said. “It’s great because it gets people
coming and talking about our tea.”

-

-

Liquor Wicks Dozens of bottles of Absolut, Fireball,
Corona, Sam Adams, and Angry Orchard are lined up across
the table as customers carefully bring the bottles to their noses.
Instead of the sharp smell of hard liquor, they are enticed by
soothing aromas of Mango Papaya and Macintosh Apple—the
bottles are filled with wax, not alcohol.
Liquor Wicks uses organic soy to create custom liquor and
wine bottle candles. The business has been operating for three
years out ofFall River, Mass., but has found a second home in
the South End Arts Market at SoWa. Its candles have been a
popular gift item for customers visiting its table on Sundays
over the past two years.
First, we take any glass bottle and cut the top off and resurface it,” said Megan McCarthy, the co-founder ofLiquor Wicks.
“Then we refinish it and resurface it into the container for the
actual candles
The idea for Liquor Wicks started after McCarthy and Freddie Freeman both got fired from their previous jobs in the same
week and decided to start a recycling company.
“We started getting all of these bottles and just couldn’t
handle them all,” McCarthy said. “My grandparents owned a wine
cellar back in the 70s, so my grandma always cut bottles and that
gave us the first idea—then we just added the candles.”
Over the past three years, Liquor Wicks has been collecting
bottles and making its products at its warehouse in Fall River. The
company prides itself on being eco-friendly, with clean burning
soy wax. Liquor Wicks has grown to offer 600 customizable
options, and ships its products across the U.S.
Looking forward, McCarthy and Freeman hope to build a
sales team to attend different events and beer festivals, and to
expand the product overseas. The team is already shipping 300
bottles to an Australian company as promotional items in the
near future.
-

Boston General Store Natural wood crates lie stacked on
housing items that range from leather bound journals
to wild honey. The first booth at the South End Arts Market
at SoWa greets browsers with a rustic guarantee that they will
find something that they should have been looking for. Behind
shelves ofgold-plated flasks andbeard oil stand April Gabriel and
Owen Shea, both excited to see their customer’s reactions to the
products into which they put so much thought and effort.
“This is our second time at SoWa, but our first full summer
here,” said Gabriel, who started Boston GeneralStore just last year
with one new website and 10 products she believed in. Though
at its outset her items were only bought by a few loyal friends,
after a year and a half Boston General Store has expanded 10fold—enough to allowher to quit her day job.
Gabriel now features more than a couple hundred simple and
honest products, including Owen Shea’s line of hair and shave
oils. Brothers Artisan Oil, led by Shea, creates multipurpose
beard oil and male grooming products in hopes to benefit beards
across the Boston area. “When we found our hair shinier, beards
longer, andbeds full, we decided itwas time to bring our product
to other worthy men. Use it in good manliness,” the company’s
website reads.
Though Shea too only began selling his products just one
year ago, he has found success in the partnership with Gabriel
and Boston General Store thatwill soon translate into guaranteed shelf space. In three weeks, Gabriel is opening a brick and
mortar location of Boston General Store in Brookline, Mass.,
complete with a natural soda fountain and, of course, all of her
built-to-last products.
“We started with just an online shop, but here and in store
we will be able to see how people react to our products,” Gabriel
said. “Now I can see what they like and don’t like, and it really
makes a differencefor a small business.”
-

On the Fringe -Wendy Howard stands in the center of three
crowded tables, politely directing her customers despite the
overwhelming murmur of state names and clinking ceramic.
People, young and old, search her stacks of decorated coasters
and hot plates for their hometowns, dream vacations, college
towns, and memories.
“I’ve been doing this for a long time, at least 10 years,” Howard
said about her products—ceramic trivets and tiles decorated with
vintage maps, travel brochures, and atlas pages.
Now in herfifth year selling at the South End Open Market at
SoWa, Howard’s company, On The Fringe, is a staple of the local
Arts Market. Customers return to her booth to explore the piles of
vibrant ceramics she arranges, according to geographic location,

every Sunday. During the week Howard scavenges estate sales
and flea markets on Cape Cod for vintage maps and brochures

depicting locations across the country and the world. Though it
depends on where she is selling, herBoston-area coasters are her
best sellers in the South End. Yet, she is continuously surprised to
see the variety ofplaces that her customers are interested in.
“Last week I sold out of something completely random, like
Idaho,” she said. “The thing aboutBoston is that most peoplecome
from somewhere else.”
Inaddition to the South End everysummer, Howard sells her
ceramics online and in stores. She is constantly trying new markets
and art shows, and has even taught her son and his girlfriend how
to make her crafts, which they are selling in Brooklyn.

FOOD TUCKS
On Sundays, Harrison Ave. is more than just a main

Although food trucks are a relatively new attribute

street in the South End. Lines twist endlessly around

of the city, the collection of options and variety of
food trucks that frequent the SoWa market draws its

what is an empty parking lot during the week, corralling residents from across the city and the Greater
Boston area.
Smiles and laughs echo from the brick walls of
nearby warehouses and parking garages as people
hold paper plates and napkins.
“It’s my first time here, and I came for the food,”
said Evan Slate, a student at Emerson College, as he
takes a bite into his Roxy’s grilled cheese sandwich.
Roxy’s is just one of the 15 to 20 food trucks that
parks along Harrison Ave. on Sundays in conjunction
with the South End Open Market at SoWa. Boston’s
favorite mobile restaurants —including Bon Me, Batch,
Cookie Monstah, and Rami’s—all
line up on Sundays
in the South End to feed the shoppers and vendors
alike as they enjoy the market.

own crowd.

“This is my second time at SoWa,” said Mario Pazzano, a Boston resident who came for the food and

stayed for the market.
“I told my mother about it and she wanted to come,”
he laughed, while balancing a Bon Me rice bowl and
a print from the Arts Market. “I would definitely
come again.”
Although many of the food trucks that are featured
at the market are already successful enough to maintain their own brick-and-mortar locations—including
Roxy’s and Bon Me—participating in the market not
only offers variety to hungry shoppers, but attracts
huge amounts of stable business for the trucks—a feat
uncommon in their uncertain business.
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STYLE GUIDE

The gates of
involvement

Ryan

Dowd

On Friday, I was set to take the
shortcut through the Robsham
lodge—the shortcut you take to get to
Lower when the temperature drops
below 20 degrees (or in this case
above 90). But when I got to the door,
the usually empty space was a-bustling with would-be-actors pacing and
gesturing away to themselves. I took a
step back. I’ll go the long way.
It’s that time of the year, the time
that stretches from when the first
syllabus hits your hands to when you
drop your first paper/project on your
professor’s desk like a hot potato. It’s
the time of the year that feels like one,
big re-introduction.
For some though, more accurately
a fourth, we’re in the middle of a
grand, mass audition. For a bunch
of those pacing across the Robsham
lodge, it’s a stressful introduction. We
(those affiliated with clubs) present
our clubs and ourselves while freshmen (and sophomores) give the best
audition they can—usually an amoeba
of different selves. They sing their
song, do a dance, try their best to
shake web to web and look ’em in the
this is really intimate.
eye and—wow,
It feels weird to be at the gate. It’s
weird, and kind of heartbreaking, to
watch freshmen throw themselves at
different gates, knock on doors, and
mill around the Mod fences looking for a way in. It’s heartbreaking
because freshman’ll peek inside, and
think, “wow that looks great, that’s
where you ‘make it.’” And after what
is hopefully careful consideration,
we (those at the gates) either open
them up or shout “no thanks!” from
the ramparts. Sometimes you have to
camp out.
I camped outside The Heights. It
was a long journey, but the words (and
I promised myself I’d never directly
refer to the words on the page) you
read right now are a product of a few
years of lean deer jerky and baked
beans over a campfire. That actually
sounds wonderful. Some of it actually
was.

I don’t have any regrets over my
Boston College experience. I don’t
believe in regret, just like Tim Riggins.
I think regret implies that you’d want
to do it over again. I wouldn’t. I know
I snuck in the castle (or in this case,
dungeon) a little late. And if you can
get in early, maybe that’s the way to
go. Maybe not. But these words are
some bit of proof that, sometimes,
things work out (and that sometimes
you have to break promises you made
to yourself).
So you’ll ride up to the gate, bang
on the door, and the damned thing
won’t budge. You go to the next one.
Same result. It sucks. No other way to
put it. College gifts you with all this
free time and you’ve got nothing to
do with it. But this isn’t the time to
open up League of Legends (you dog!)
or get stoked for a night out at Tascas
(margaritas!). Unless that’s where you
find meaning—where you think you
can contribute to BC.
Sentiment alert. That’s what you’ve
been tasked to do here. Make each
other better. We all didn’t come here
for the professors, to live in Chestnut
Hill, or because we really respect the
administration. We came here because
we thought we’d like the people here,
and that they might make us better.
That the competition would make us
better.
And the thing about competition
is you’ll lose sometimes. But this isn’t
the Premier League or the opening
weekend for Zac Efron’s We Are Your
Friends. You can come back. You don’t
get locked out. It worked for me. It
might work for you. It might not. But
you’d be a fool not to try. So find a
spot under a tree, get a fire going, and
keep an eye on the gate.

DANI ELLA FASCIANO

d> Review Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached at
arts@bcheights.com.
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To wear or not to wear? White after Labor Day Weekend
as a community, some tough questions: At

Arielle cedeno
As the memories (or lack thereof) from
last weekend slowly fade away from the general student consciousness, thehaze that is life
after Labor Day weekend signifies, for many
Boston College students, the end of syllabus
week—and with it, the beginning of the first
actual work week of the semester.
For thefashion-conscious, life after Labor
Day also marks the start of a month-long slew
of spring/summer 2016 collections hitting the
runways at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Weeks
across the world, beginning today with New
York Fashion Week. For both the fashionconscious and unconscious alike, however, the
week after Labor Day poses an unfortunate
temporal reality: the end of summer.
The abrupt seasonal transition incited by
Labor Day weekend forces us to confront,

what point should I put away the Summer
Shandy and Rose? (Maybe never). When
should I stop playing Zac Brown Band?
(Probably yesterday). And, the most pressing
of season-induced inquiries, can I still wear
white? (Yes).
The moratorium on white afterLabor Day
hasbeen seamlessly accepted as a mainstream
cultural rule and seems to crop up every
year—even for me, personally. On the Tuesday
after Labor Day, I still find myself looking at
the white denim in my closet with just a tinge
of hesitation. Why is this sartorial mentality-outdated and largely unfounded—still
so pervasive, for so many?
The origin of this cultural mythos, though
not definitively established, traces back to the
creation ofLabor Day as a federated holiday in
1894, in recognition of thelabor movement of
the late 1880s. Labor Day eventuallybegan to
signify for society the close of summer—and
with it, naturally, an endpoint for summer
fashion.
Itis theorized by some that the post-Labor
Day petition against white originated as a

contention of class and socioeconomic status.
The start of anew season meant the disposal
of summer clothing for the wealthy (which
often entailed white leisurewear) and the assumption of anew wardrobe. Fall meant the
return to the city, the start of work, and the
salient acceptance among the elite thatwhite
was delineated for summering. Thus, wearing
white after Labor Day was more than a mere
faux pas—it was a way to signify class status
and distinguish the etiquette of old money
from the brashness of the nouveau riche.
Regardless of its historical origin, our
modern adherence to an antiquated cultural
mythos—with classist origins—is really unnecessary. An archaic issue of etiquette does
not need to have a place in our culture, or
our closets. I realize that on a college campus
that is preoccupied with many other things
beyond fashion etiquette, the relevance of
this rule to students comes into question.
Nonetheless, one look at the mass of T-shirt
dresses and sandals flooding the quad suggests
that maybe sartorial individuality is not high
on list of priorities for the BC student. While
the BC student perhaps may not conform to

three days after
arbitrary fashion rules—it’s
labor day and there is still plenty of white being
worn—there certainly exists a larger culture
of conformity that is almost inherent to the
BC experience, one that becomes very visually apparent in the lack of stylistic diversity
on campus.
Evenwithin the world offashion, though,
the ban on white after Labor Day has been
famously disregarded, as the color is often
embraced by fashion houses and style icons
alike well into the next season (all thosewinter
whites of last season, anyone?).
In the end, this cultural myth speaks to a
larger issue: it exposes the often arbitrary and
sometimes exclusionary nature of fashion,
where it is easy to saliently absorb unspoken
rules and expectations in the name of adherence to an accepted norm.
So, for the sake of stylistic individuality and
this unusually hot weather, throw away your
calendar and throw on the white.

Arielle Cedeno is an editorfor The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.
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Juice and William Bolton are set to kick the weekend off earlytonight with a show at the Middle East Downstairs in Cambridge flanked by Kyle Thorton

& The

Company.

ACAPELLAFEST 2015
(FRIDAY, 7 P.M.)

JUICE AND WILL BOLTON
(THURSDAY, 7 P.M.)

THE VISIT’
(OPENS FRIDAY)

A capella forces unite! The Acoustics, BEATS,
Bostonians, Heightsmen, and many more of
Boston College’s a capella groups will gather at
Robsham Theater this Friday for a night of merriment and song.

Juice, alongsideKyle Thornton

& The Company and
Bolton,
Will
will be performing at the Middle East
Restaurant & Bar this Thursday. Tickets are $lO in
advance, $l2 on Thursday, and can be purchased at

Ticketweb.com.

A seemingly harmless visit to grandma and grandpa’s
house goes horribly wrong in M. Night Shyamalan’s
latest film. Rebecca and Tyler notice that their grandparents aren’t the most conventional couple around
and trouble only brews from there.

DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE
(FRIDAY, 7:30 P.M.)

NICK JONAS
(THURSDAY, 6:30 P.M.)

WOLF TOTEM’
(LIMITED RELEASE)

Coming off of its latest album, Kintsugi, Death
Cab for Cutie will be performing at the Blue Hills
Bank Pavilion this Friday. Tickets can be purchased
through the Blue Hills Bank Pavilion website.

Former Jonas Brothers singer-songwriter Nick Jonas will
be performing at the House of Blues in Boston this week.
Tickets to see the teen heartthrob can be purchased through
the House ofBlues’ website.

In 1969, Chen Zhen, a Han Chinese university student,
is ordered by the Chinese government to teach Inner
Mongolian nomadic tribes the ways of modernity in
Emperor Mao’s People’s Republic. Zhen finds, however, that modernity is not all it’s cut out to be.

HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH
(FRIDAY, 5 P.M.)

THE PERFECT GUY’
(OPENS FRIDAY)

Come kick off Hispanic Heritage Month right with

Leah Vaughn, a reputable lobbyist in Washington D.C.,
finds herself in a passionaterelationship with an extremely
charming man, Carter. When Carter starts to show his true
personality and Leah’s ex-boyfriend resurfaces, Leah must
choose between the two men.

an opening ceremony in O’Neill Plaza this Friday.

Ryan Dowd is the Arts

/

Merengue’s and El Pelon will provide catering for the
event and there will be live Latin music performed
by Grupo Efectivo.

90 MINUTES IN HEAVEN
(OPENS FRIDAY)
Don Piper (Hayden Christensen) is pronounced dead after
a horrific car accident launches him out of his car. About 90
minutes after his death, Piper is revitalized and claims to have
spent time in Heaven and seen deceased relatives.
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A FULLER PICTURE

TheLate
Night Report
While students were busy signing up for different
clubs at the Student Activities Fair, we scouted out
some ofBC’s most eclectic looks with our photographer in tow. With temperatures peaking in
the low 90s, cycle through your summer wardrobe
now because it might be the last time your legs see
the light of day until May.

Chris Fuller
In the weeks that have passed since

Jon Stewart signed off Tire Daily Showfor

FALL FASHION PREVIEW

When it comes to
fashion, it’s hard not
to look to the run-

ways for style inswst,

the key is sticking
to a color palette,
pairing prints with
neutrals, and utilizing

sophisticated.
Watching the first episode Tuesday
night, I felt mixed emotions as Colbert went
through the same shtick as his predecessors

different textures and
layers.

With 70s-inspired collections sweeping the catwalks
last spring, it comes as no surprise that this season’s
hottest skirt trend is the snap-front skirt. We’ve seen
it on the streets, from light-wash denim to suede, and
on the runway (see: Louis Vuitton). The A-line skirt
is the silhouette staple for fall, but if you tend to lean

toward the more conservative side of the spectrum,
flowy maxi skirts have also made a major comeback
this season.

Unless you’ve been living underneath a rock for the last
year and a half, you’ve witnessed athleisuretake the fashion world (and your Instagram feed) by storm. With brands
like Calvin Klein, Nike, and Adidas dominating street style,
gym-ready looks aren’t just for the gym anymore. The trend
is showing no signs of slowing down anytime soon, and we
arpn’t

Qiire

wp

want

the last time, I’ve been struggling to find a
talk show or late night host to fill the gap
that Stewart left. Sure, Trevor Noah, Jon
Stewart’s replacement, starts up his run at
The Daily Show in just a few weeks, but in
the meantime, I’ve found myself watching reruns or segments of Stewart’s Daily
Show in my (increasingly sparse) free time.
The other day, however, I was thankfully
reminded that Stephen Colbert, Stewart’s
most successful protege and the former host
of The Colbert Report, would begin his reign
at David Letterman’s Late Show on CBS this
week.
I scoured the internet for any updates I
could get on what Colbert’s new show could
possibly be like. Colbert promised that the
character he played to host Tire Colbert Report —a raging conservative pundit—would
not appear on Tire Late Show in anyway.
This was frightening to hear since Colbert’s
character was the reason The ColbertReport
worked so well. At the same time, it was
intriguing to me that audiences would finally
get to see the man behind the pseudo-conservative maniac, and it’s understandable
that Colbert had exhausted the routine after
nine years of hosting The Colbert Report.
Looking at Colbert’s fellow late night
hosts, I thought Colbert would inject anew
vitality into the genre that JimmyFallon,
Jimmy Kimmel, and especially Colbert’s
predecessor, David Letterman, strongly lack.
Whenever I tune in to see a clip or actually
watch one of their shows, their routine feels
unbelievably and unpleasantly forced. It
never seems like these hosts ever actually
want to be there running their show. It appears they just go through the motions every
night to get their paycheck at the end of the
week (or however often they get it.) They
all follow the same set-up of monologue, a
comedy segment with the host, two celebrity
guests promoting their latest endeavors, and
finally a musical performance. I hoped that
Colbert would break this mold and evolve
the late night platform to something more

it

tn

and contemporaries. I checked each box on
my list as Colbert failed to diverge from the
worn out recipe, and that was disappointing
to a degree. Sure, I could give him the fact
that it was his very first night on the job and
it will probably takehim some time to adjust
to the new setting, but I already missed
Colbert’s biting sarcasm and uncomfortable
interviews, in which his loudmouth character berated his guests to no end.
In interviews, Colbert expressed that he
was happy to be able to genuinely engage
with his guests instead of speaking to
them through his character on The Colbert
Report. On the other hand, watching
Colbert speak with presidentialcandidate
Jeb Bush on Tuesday night’s program didn’t
look genuine at all. Colbert did ask some
hard questions, especially in reference to
what Jeb felt his brother, President George
W. Bush, did incorrectly in office, but even
some hard-hitting questions could distract
us from the fact that both these men were
using each other for promotion and promotion alone. Sure, they were polite and
cordial, but Bush just seemed concerned
with grabbing what votes he could from
the appearance and Colbert kept alluding
to the idea that he was popular enough to
garner Republican presidentialcandidates
on his new program.
To be fair to Colbert, he had already
addressed the qualms I have with his new
program before he even started it. He
specifically told his fans that the energy he
brought to Tire Late Show would not be
the same energy he brought to Tire Colbert
Report, and I went into Tuesday night’s
program looking for that energy. I was
really disappointed to see Colbertresort
to the same routine as the other late night
hosts, but even within those restrictions,
Colbert displayed the indubitable and gutwrenching humor that got him where he is
today. There’s a lot of room for innovation
and improvement, but hey, it’s only the first
week. It’s good to have you back, Stephen.

Chris Fuller is the Assoc. Arts S3 Review
Editor for The Heights. He can he
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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Prince raises pop-crown with latest album, ‘HITNRUN’
the actual music

By

must have

Weirdness has always been a
part of pop music and in particular, a part of the pop personas
behind the music: from David
Bowie’s Martian Ziggy Stardust
to Marc Bolan’s makeup and
glitter, Lady Gaga’s meat dress
to Miley Cyrus’ questionable
dance moves.
What the younger generation
seems to have forgotten is that
to be an actual musician, you

go along with the star-making
persona —or else that persona is
just an empty shell.
Prince —formally
known as
a random symbol—grew
into
his weirdness. It wasn’t until his
1982 classic 1999 that he showed
up on stage in billowy pirate
shirts, crushed velvet, and boots
with heels. But Prince never forgot that the music comes first,
even before all the clothes.
This has never been more
true than on HITnRUN phase

Phoebe Fice
Heights Staff

to

one,

his 32nd album and third
in the past two years. On this

hop scene.
The opening track “Million

album, he not only remembers
that the music comes first, as
it did in the past, but also has a
keen eye (a third eye, as the cover
shows) for the future. Like the
two-headed god Janus, Prince

Show” offers fans a sense of
nostalgia as Prince mirrors the
opening of his 1984 classic, Purple Rain, with the lines, “Dearly
beloved / We are gathered here

sees

all.

On the first half of the album, Prince shows a certain
modernity, with his unstoppable
swagger and shameless bravado,
and maybe most importantly,
beats inspired by today’s hip-

ALBUM

$

today to get through this thing
called life.” It also provides a
good look into the sound of the
album: He sticks to his mix of
rock and funk, but with some
slick updates. Former backup
singer Judith Hill dominates the
song—along with a slap base and
great guitar work. The track is
punctuated by xylophone percussion and Prince’s sense of
humor. Through vocal effects, he
speaks to an excited, imaginary
crowd (“No running / There are

enough

HITNRUN
PRINCE
PRODUCED BY
NPG RECORDS
RELEASED
SEP. 7, 2015
OUR RATING

?????
NPG RECORDS

seats for

everyone”).

Show” is an ode to
how people feel about music and
a declarationof how you should
feel about his. It is brilliant.
“Ain’t About to Stop” is a
grand display of Princian bravado. Over the robotic beat he
declares, “I come from north
mini / And I never run from any
/ And I ain’t about to start right
/ if your life is the b-side / my
dream is the a.” You can never
be him, so don’t try.
The second half of the album
shows a softer side of his purple
“Million

$

CHART TOPPERS

majesty, if only a little.
On “This Could B Us,” he uses
a heavy beat, delicate piano, and
his stellar guitar to convince a
lover to give him a chance.
“FALLINLOVE2NITE” is one
the album’s genuine club jams
with a 90s housebeat, horns, and
a heroine who almost “dances
out her shoes,” because, you
know, the moon and stuff. While
it may not make much sense, the
track has bounce.
“HARDROCKLOVER”
is
Prince’s ode to rock music. He
compares it to a lover as his
guitar wales, an instrumental
section that makes the entire
track worth a listen.
In truth, there are no mediocre songs on this record, just
songs that are less great than the
others and most of those happen
in the second half.
On, “SHUT THIS DOWN,”
he declares that he came to (you
guessed it) shut this down. As
the song describes, Prince shut
down the club, and he did it so
hard it evidently has been closed
for six months already. You’ve
only heard about it through word
of mouth, but word is it had some
of the best drugs and DJs you’ve
never heard of. This album is just
another jewel in Prince’s crown
that reads “legend.” ¦

Shyamalan’s ‘The Visit’ is horrific, and not in a horrifying way
Hannah Mclaughlin
Heights Staff

By

In M. Night Shyamalan’s newest
thriller Tlte Visit, it’s over the river and
through the woods to grandmother’s
horror we go.
And by “horror,” I’m referring to
the unsatisfying disaster the movie
turned out to be. The Visit is horrible,
not frightful. The classification of this
anti-climactic cinematic failure can
only be described as a documentarymeets-comedy-meets-horror-meetsutter kind of disappointment.
With the film’s odd premise,
Shyamalan succeeds in ruining even
the most innocent of our childhood
memories—those highly-anticipated
visits to the grandparents’ place of
“back in my day” anecdotes and
baked goods abounding. Siblings
Becca (played by Olivia Dejonge)
and her rapper-wannabe brother
Tyler (Ed Oxenbould) are sent to their
estranged grandparents’ remote farm
for the first time in their young lives.
Anxious to finally meet the couple
who raised her rebellious mother,
budding filmmaker Becca decides to
make a documentary detailing her
first encounter with the estranged
extended family members.
Starring a cast of virtually unknown actors, the low-budget film
suffers initially from the absence
of a well-known celebrity to draw
public interest. Dialogue delivery

was dull and unnatural, but the uninspired performances were likely
a testament to the poor quality of
writing rather than the efforts of the
actors themselves.

Within the film’s first few minutes,
the audience already has had its fill of
the story’s annoying pair ofprotagonists. It’s difficult to discern which is
worse: Becca’s obnoxious know-it-allness coupled with an incessant supply
of snarky comments, or young Tyler’s
overexaggerated adoptionof the black
culture stereotype. Intended to diffuse
the rare moments of much-needed
suspense throughout the film (why
Shyamalan decided it was necessary
to reduce any tension in a horror
movie remains a mystery), Tyler sporadically breaks into a frenzyfreestyle
rap. His unabashed misogyny and use
of expletives seem incredibly out of
place for a boy young enough to still
play with Pokemon cards.
Upon arriving at the house—a
normal, well-kept abode boasting too
much natural light for any horror-film
fanatic’s liking—the kids are given
some ground rules. Pop-Pop says that
bedtime is 9:30 p.m. (ugh, old people),
and the basement is forbidden. Just as
casual and conversational as that—without any thunder crack, lightning
strike, or other foreboding element
to reveal any semblance of sinister
activity—their grandfather retreats
to bed. The hype that is supposed to
surround this oh-so-secretive space

goes unmentioned until the last 15
minutes of the movie.
Other common elements of the
genre appear only briefly in The Visit such as an old grandfatherclock,
an eerie soundtrack, and hideously
outdated wallpaper, and these are not
used to developanypart of the storyline. Eliciting few gasps and screams
from the audience, Shyamalan fails
to effectively produce moments of
if the esteemed director
terror—as
actively avoided all easy opportunities
to scare. As director and producer of
highly-acclaimed horror stories such
as The Sixth Sense, The Happening,
—

andParanormal Activity, Shyamalan’s
failure to capture a similar supernatural suspense is upsetting in itself.
Though the cinematographic decision to structure the film as a documentary using Becca’s footage was
admittedly ingenious, the intended
choppiness and purposely shaky shots
failed to capture the intimacy producers were hoping for. Apart from this
stylistic choice, very few aspects of
the camerawork stood out as unique
in this lackluster thriller.
The Visit was intended to be
a modern-day horror movie, the
brainchild of a man well-versed in

TOP SINGLES

1 What Do You Mean?
Justin Bieber
2 Can’t Feel My Face
The Weekend
3 The Hills
The Weekend
4 Watch Me
Silento
5 Cheerleader
OMI
6 Lean On
Major Lazer & DJ
Snake
7 Good For You
Selena Gomez
8 679
Fetty Wap

TOP ALBUMS

1 Beauty Behind The
Madness
The Weekend
2 Badlands
Halsey
3 Kill The Lights
Luke Bryan
41989
Taylor Swift
5 Compton
Dr. Dre
Source: Billboard.com

the art of screams and scare tactics.
Instead, it is farfrom the chilling piece
expected after the release of the film’s
deceptively promising trailer. Like a
middle-aged adult looking to be as
“hip” and “groovy” as the kids these
days, the film tried too hard to incorporate modern slang and social norms
into a horror film setting.
The only scary aspectsurrounding
this flick is knowing that millions of
unsuspecting viewers will waste some
hard-earned cash and 94 precious
minutes of their lives on Hie Visit
both of which will disappearforever,
impossible to ever get back. ¦

MUSIC VIDEO
SHANNON KELLY

“WHAT DO YOU
MEAN?”

—

JUSTIN BIEBER

MOVIES

THE VISIT
M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN
PRODUCED BY
UNIVERSAL PICTURES
RELEASED
SEP. 11, 2015
OUR RATING

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Justin Bieber’s latest music
video, “What Do You Mean?”
tries to invoke an air of sophistication, but fallsflat as the plot veers
off the rails. Maybe he thought
that if he called his music video a
film, it would automatically elevate its status to Michael Jackson’s
“Thrilleri’ Perhaps he thought that
featuring JohnLeguizamo would
turn a run-of-the-mill video into
an art film. At best, it’s bizarre. At
worst, it’s disturbing.
Now far from his original,
wholesome image, a mature
Bieber kicks the video off by
exchanging a wad of cash with
John Leguizamo, with the parting
words, “Promise me one thing
make sure the girl doesn’t get
hurt.” The next scene devolves
into thenormal music video fare:
singing into the camera and making out with a supermodel (played
by Xenia Deli).
After an ambush by The
Purge-esque masked men, who
tie the two up and leave them in
a warehouse,Bieber saves the day
without any complications. Justin
and Deli fall from a door several
stories up—into a party thrown
by the masked men.
The video is also a thinlyveiled advertisement for Calvin Klein, with Bieber’s white
waistband standing out starkly
against his grungy jeans. And as
it turns out, the whole affair was
orchestrated by Bieber himself,
to give Deli the chance to prove
her devotion to the Canadian
pop star.
Justin Bieber, and director
Brad Furman, clearly wanted
to create an interesting and
unique video, but ultimately, the
story is just that of two pretty
people experiencing a bizarre
trauma and laughing it off. The
song’s message, focusing on the
uncertainty of a relationship
status, seems either lost among
the action or overplayed with
the extreme lengths Bieber goes
to find out what his girlfriend
means. Nothing says romance
quitelike a fake kidnapping. ¦
...

Man and beast, modernity and tranquility clash in ‘Wolf Totem’
Chris Fuller
Assoc. Arts S3 Review Editor

By

Although it may be a bit early
to

be speaking of Oscar nomina-

tions, French director Jean-Jacques
Annaud’s latest film has already
gained notoriety across the globe as
a frontrunner for the Best Foreign
Language Film award at next year’s
88th Academy Awards, Despite the

fact that China banned the director for
his 1997 biographical war film, Seven
Years in Tibet, China Film Group
persuadedthe Chinese government to
lift Annaud’s restrictions in order for
Annaud to craft his latest masterpiece,
Wolf Totem.
In 1969, Chen Zhen, a Han Chinese university student studying in
Beijing, is sent by the Chinese government to teach inner Mongolian

nomads and shepherds the ways of
modernization and industrialization.
Zhen slowly finds his place in the
Mongolian tribe and learns more
about himself and the world than he
could ever teachto the migrants he is
sent to instruct. Upon wandering off
the main trail thatwould haveled him
back home, Zhen is surrounded and

tions, as he is both terrified by the
ferocious and attentive wolves and
mesmerized by their gracefulness and
majesty. Barely escaping his seemingly
inevitable demise, Zhen grows fascinatedwith wolves and theirrole in the
Inner Mongolianecosystem.
Throughout the film, there is constant tension between the ever-rising

threatened by a pack of Mongolian
wolves. Zhen feels conflicting emo-

industrialized society and the nomadic Mongolian people it threatens
to

MOVIES

WOLFTOTEM

JEAN-JACQUES ANNAUD
PRODUCED
CHINA FILM GROUP
RELEASED
SEP. 9, 2015
OUR RATING

? ????

CHINA FILM GROUP

SINGLE REVIEWS

engulf. The Chinese government

orders its subservient Mongolian

tribes to kill off the wild wolfpopulations surrounding the tall grass hills
and valleys of Inner Mongolia. This
order entirely defiesthe Mongolians’
ideology of the natural order and the
exchange that their god promotes
and demands.Zhen wrestleswith the
conflicting ideologies and makes the
viewer question their own thoughts
on the progression of humankind
and our impact on the environment
around us.
Wolf Totem exudes both the brutality and tranquility of Mongolian
lifestyle. Most films tend to shy away
from depictions of animal violence or
cruelty, but Wolf Totem fully displays
terrifying instances of both. On the
other hand, the seemingly endless
valleys and hills that make up Inner

Mongolia and gorgeous sunsets
and sunrises provide several brief
but necessary peaceful interludes
between the carnage that makes up
most of the film.
Few films really necessitate an
IMAX 3D viewing, but a lot of the
power of Wolf Totem would probably
be lost on a standard 2D screen or
on a television screen. The sprawling hills and sunsets on the horizon
are given such a palpable depth that
the viewer feels transposedonto the
Mongolian valleys. The aerial shots

of stampeding horse herds being
chased by ravenous wolves are so
enthralling that they put big-budget
Hollywood blockbuster action sequences to shame. The juxtaposition
of the animalistic and scenic nature
shots in the film provides the perfect
balance to an otherwise startling and
bloody visual necessity.
Wolf Totem captivates the viewer
in a culturally specific tale that seamlessly relates to all people of all cultures in its breathtakingvisual canvas.
It may be violentand cringe-worthy
at times, but its brutality is emblematic of the impact that we can have
on the world around us and what the
ignorance of our impact could mean
in the grand scheme of time. ¦

By Ryan Panny

WIZ KHALIFA FEAT. RAE SREMMURD

“Burn Slow’’

Complete with misogyny-laden bars, cannabis
worship, and a Trap-influenced flow, all in the
vein of last year's smash, “We Dem Boyz,” Wiz
Khalifa’s new single “Burn Slow" features the
lethal hit-making combination of Mike WiLL

Made-lt behind the boards and Atlanta duo
Rae Sremmurd on the hook. Horizons won’t be
expanded, but charts will be climbed.

JANET JACKSON
“Unbreakable”

?????
In conjunction with the release date and

tracklist for Unbreakable—her forthcoming
11th studio album—Janet Jackson has
released the title track as the album’s
second single. "Unbreakable” is an
impeccably-produced burst of positivity
with air tight vocal harmonies and a feelgood aesthetic.

T.l.
“Check, Run It”
After teasing via Instagram what appears to be
a brand new release this coming Sept. 11, T.l.
has dropped “Check, Run It.” The single finds
T.l. adopting the sparse production and tripletlaced flow of his younger peers in Atlanta’s
booming Trap movement. Trend-chasing aside,
the veteran MC’s reliably smooth delivery
ensures immediate hip-hop appeal.
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leaped in Deals!

COMMUNITY
HELP WANTED
$$

FREE ROOM

SPERM DONORS WANTED

$$

Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank’s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

FREE ROOM FOR STUDENTS
Free private room for student
with car in exchange for transit
to main campus daily.
Fr. Joseph Nolan, 617 552 3894.

INTERESTED IN
PLACING A CLASSIFED
AD?
EMAIL

Office is Stokes 338.

ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM

Buy 1 entree, get

1 free appetizer shabu&mein
Limit 1 per table

YoGhsf 10% Off
frozen yogurt-tea

SMILE

GRILL

1/2 price

&

SUNSET CANTINA

small nachos or chilli (cup or bowl)

Pass It On.

Everyday between 4-6pm with the purchase of any beverage
ALL DEALS:
•

Not to be combined with any other offer

Available on the

VALUES.COM' LuVmm'iiF!

•

Must be purchased with looped in®

Download the Free App Today

App Store

Google play

OUR
FUNDS
HAVE A
RECORD
LIKE A BROKEN RECORD.
TIAA-CREF: Upper’s Best Overall Large Fund Company 1
three years in a row. For the first time ever. How?
Our disciplined investment strategy aims to produce
competitive risk-adjusted returns that create long-term
value for you. Just what you’d expect from a company
that’s created to serve and built to perform.

/

T

CRE

Learn more about our unprecedented,
award-winning performance at

TIAA.org/Perform
BUILT TO PERFORM.
CREATED TO SERVE.

AAA

UPPER
2013

UPPER
2014

UPPER
2015

BEST OVERALL LARGE FUND COMPANY'
The Upper Awards are based on a review of 36 companies' 2012
and 48 companies' 2013 and 2014 risk-adjusted performance.

I

The Upper Award is given to the

group with

the lowest

average decile ranking of three

years' Consistent Return for eligible funds over the three-year period ended

11/30/12,11/30/13, and 11/30/14 respectively. TIAA-CREF was ranked among 36 fund companies in 2012 and 48 fund companies in 2013 and 2014 with at
least five equity, five bond, or three mixed-asset portfolios. Past performance does not guarantee future results. For current performance and rankings, please
visit the Research and Performance section on tiaa-cref.org. TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services, LLC, Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc., and
Nuveen Securities, LLC, members FINRA and SIPC, distribute securities products. ©2015 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America-College
Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017. C248498

Consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. Go
to tiaa-cref.org for product and fund prospectuses that contain this and other information.
Read carefully before investing. TIAA-CREF funds are subject to market and other risk factors.
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Howard
helps BC

Swigert’s TD wins it for BC
distance of the end zone again as
the first half wound down, thanks to
two shovel passes to running back
Jonathan Hilliman, doubling his
2014 reception total. With 31 seconds left, head coach Steve Addazio
called a timeout, leaving his offensive
coordinator Todd Fitch to draw up a
pass play—which would have been
an unimaginable thought only one
season ago when Tyler Murphy quarterbacked the Eagles.
Maine sent a rush again, forcing
Wade off to the left. His running
back, Tyler Rouse, who filled in well
for number two back Myles Willis
(mono) by notching 84 yards on only
eight carries and two fourth-quarter
touchdowns, threwWade a key block
that allowed him to run to the edge.
The young QB, playing his first
game as the Eagles’ starter, read the
man coverage and saw a receiver break
away from the defenders with a sharp
cut to the left back post. Now out of
options, Wade rifled a low pass off his
back foot into the end zone.
Only then did he see thatit was the

and making the catch.
At that point, the party began.
Swigert immediately rose to his
feet, screaming and throwing a punch
in celebration. His teammates shortly
followed. Thadd Smith, the young
wideout, jumpedright up to him and
pushed his chest. Rouse ran over,
yelling “Yeah let’s go!” He couldn’t
wait to celebrate with a friend who he
has watched grind and struggle for so
many years. Soon enough, the whole
sideline was out to at least the numbers, cheering for their inspiration.
“They were even more excited
than Iwas,” Swigert said following the
game, still welled up with the emotion
of returning to the battlefield.
Immediately, Swigert ran over to
the sidelines as well to celebrate with
MehdiAbdesmad, who also returned
to game action following his second
season-ending knee surgery in as
many years. Abdesmad had 1.5 sacks,
anchoring a devastatingly good BC
defensive line that held Maine to a
mere 91 yards of total offense, with
only seven yards on the ground.
Not all was good in this 24-3

Eagles’ victory, of course. Addazio
described the offense as “herky-jerky”
with electric plays “sprinkled through
some garbage-y stuff.” The Eagles
were more balanced with Wade as a
passing threat, but looked sluggish in
the first half. The new offensive line
will have some work to do, especially
if it wants to return to the power-run
scheme Addazio perfected last year
for Hilliman. In a way, the play calling
still doesn’t seem to perfectly fit the
arm of Wade, as the BC quarterback
had few plays particularly designed for
a pass from the pocket.
But that’s what these FCS games
are for—a
trial run for an evolving
offense that lacks an identity—before
the bigger competition that looms
two weeks from now: defending ACC
champion Florida State. And you
better believe these guys are ready
for it, especially their two senior captains—Swigert and Abdesmad.
When asked about how long it
took to get mentally and physically
ready for this first game back from
injury, Abdesmad laughed and spoke
for both him and Swigert:
“I just needed one snap.” ¦

From Column, B

8

veteran Swigert laying out for the ball

8

From BC vs. Maine, B

sive locations when half of the FBS
teams are making the postseason, is
it really worth it?
This team’s long-term goal
needs to be not only to make the
postseason, but to get back to
the top of the ACC. That kind of
ascension does not happen in one
year. By taking it slow and allowing
this year’s youthful team to build
up some confidence against a
fairly weak schedule, Addazio and
Bates are ultimately setting it up
for success next year, and the year
after that. Once BC has established
a strong team with a fearsome
reputation, Bates can move on to
scheduling tough games out of conference against Power Five teams.
This year is not the year when that

happens.
Learning to win, for BC and
DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

Tyler Rouse broke out for BC, dashing for 84 yards and two touchdowns.

BC splits weekend for volleyball, field hockey
By

Chris Noyes

Heights Staff
After a weekend that began
with great promise, No. 13
Boston College field hockey (3-1)
failed to carry the momentum
into Sunday’s game, suffering a
deflating 3-1 defeat at the hands of
No. 10 Northwestern (2-2). Stifled
by the Northwestern defense
for the majority of the game, the
Eagles cut a 2-0 deficit in half with
about three minutes remaining.
Junior Emily McCoy tallied her
fifth point of the season, netting
a corner from Alyssa Olenick and
giving her team a chance to pull
even. Northwestern’s Dominique

Masters netted a penalty corner
with under a minute to play, her
second goal of the game to seal
the win for the Wildcats.
Senior goalkeeper Leah Settipane played well for BC, picking
up seven saves, her most since the
loss to Syracuse in last season’s
ACC Tournament and keeping the
team within striking distance most
of the match. While the loss was
disappointing, the team did finish
the weekend 1-1, pulling offa thrilling 3-2 overtime victory against No.
3 Maryland on Friday.
In the program’s first-ever victory over Maryland, senior Ash Leigh
Sebia scored the decisive tally,
her second of the game, netting

the golden goal six minutes into
overtime by tapping in her own
rebound. The Eagles held a 2-1 lead
for most of the match, buoyed by
goals from Sebia and senior Romee
Stiekema. After a thunder delay of
almost two hours, Maryland capitalized on BC’s halted momentum,
evening the score 2-2 with just under five minutes remaining, sending
the game to OT, and setting the
stage for Sebia’s winner.
Head coach Kelly Doton
summed up the performance by
highlighting her players’ ability to
work together and beresilient. “The
girls really played for each other
and they fought through some
adversity,” she said.

Boston College volleyball (42) fell in the finale of the Fairfield
Invitational on Saturday night to
Marshall University, battling deep
into the fifth set. After forcing a
fifth set with determined play in the
fourth, the team squandered a 7-4
lead in the final set. Brittany Pavich
led the wayfor the team, racking up
13 kills on 24 swings and having a
hand in three blocks.
The fifth set struggles continued
a theme established on Friday night,
where the Eagles went the distance
against host Fairfield before falling
in the final set. This time, it was
the Eagles who had a 2-1 lead after
three sets. After a hard fought
fourth set, the Eagles could not

hold a two-point lead late in the
set. That would ultimately prove to
be the team’s downfall, as Fairfield
used the home crowd advantage in
the fifth set, jumping out to a 10-3
lead and dominating the whole
set. The loss followed the team’s
3-0 victory over Stony Brook in the
tournament opener.
On Friday night, the team was
led by Katty Workman’s team-high
16 kills and Mallori Moffatt’s 29
assists. After a tournament full
of mixed results, the team looks
to put together a complete effort
for a full match at next weekend’s
Holly Young Invitational Tournament at the University of New

Hampshire. ¦

in general, boils down to more

than just making a series of good
plays. Winning takes a philosophy—a mindset shared by an entire
organization. Winning takes the
implementation of a It takes a heart
surgeon’s precision and a perfectionist’s persistence. But Donahue
never perfected the art against
superior competition during his
time on the Heights.
The weak scheduling by Bates
and Addazio might look like a defeated strategy in the short run, but
it is a move that will advance the
best interests ofBC football going
forward. Having turned over much
of the roster last season, the Eagles
are paving the first of many miles
of the interstate highway that leads
straight to Charlotte for the ACC
Championship Game.

Tom DeVoto is the Asst. Sports
Editor for The Heights. He
can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.

Hot temperatures cool down BC in loss to Johnnies
By

Annabel Steele

For the Heights
On a hot, Sunday afternoon
in Newton, Mass., before an

audience of 519, Boston College
women’s soccer fell to the St. John’s
Red Storm in overtime. Although
the Eagles played competitively
throughout the game, their energy
was lacking at times. The Red Storm
scored quickly in the first half and
the first sudden death overtime
period, resulting in a 2-1 final score.
St. John’s opened the scoring
in the second minute of the game
with a goal on a penalty kick scored
by Rachel Daly, her third goal of
the year. Daly, a native of England,
was brought down by sophomore
defender Allyson Swaby in the 18yard box. She put the penalty kick
away against the Eagles’ starting
goalkeeper, Alexandra Johnson,
and the Red Storm held a 1-0
lead. BC coach Alison Foley made
sure her players didn’t slump after
surrendering such an early goal.
“It happens, but you have
the whole game left,” she said. “It
certainly wasn’t something we were

overly concerned with. We wished
it didn’t happen, but I just told
everyoneto stay to the course and
that we’re fine —we play our game,
we don’t need to changeanything,
we’ll build ourselves back into it.”
The next 68 minutes of play
were physical and competitive. At
one point, BC junior Hayley Dowd
and St. John’s senior Emily Cubbage
received yellow cards. The referees
called for three water breaks to
prevent dehydration for the players.
There was a prolonged break
about 10 minutes before halftime
when a spectator required medical
attention. The game continued
when medics helped the fan to an
ambulance.
Both BC and St. John’s sent
out different goalkeepers for the
second half. The Red Storm sent
junior Diana Poulin to tend the net
while the Eagles substituted redshirt
freshman Alexis Bryant into goal.
The Eagles’ energy during
the game wasn’t always obvious,
but Foley said that is normal
for her team. “It was focused,”
she said. “I don’t think we’re an
overly ra-ra team —we’re a bit

more sophisticated. We had good

determination.”
The energy did pick up in the
second half and definitely picked up
after the Eagles netted the equalizer.
A neat sequence between freshman
Gaby Carreiro and redshirt
sophomore Lauren Berman led to
Dowd receiving the ball in front of
the Red Storm’s goal.
Dowd gathered the ball
and shot, scoring on Poulin for
her fourth goal of the season and
equalizing the score at one goal
apiece. After the goal, the energy
picked up for both teams. The
Red Storm and the Eagles both
failed to take advantage of scoring
opportunities.
Bryant came up big down the
stretch, making some saves to keep
the Eagles in the game; meanwhile,
the Eagles just couldn’t find the back
of the net offensively, despite plenty
of shots.
“I certainly think that we

created enough chances. [I wish]
we were a little bit sharper in front
of goal, putting awaysome of those
opportunities,” Coach Foley said.
Regulation ended with the

DREW HOO
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Hayley Dowd readies herself to a launch a big kick directed towards Red Storm goalkeeper Diana Poulin.
score tied 1-1. Overtime rules
dictate that there be two ten minute

to give the Red Storm the victory.

scored her third goal of the season

sudden death overtime periods, but
the Red Storm needed only twentyfive seconds to put the winning goal
away. Christina Bellero, a freshman,

Although the game was
competitive, the Eagles failed to take
advantage of scoring opportunities
while the Red Storm capitalized off

of a penalty kick and a quick goal
to end sudden death overtime. BC’s
loss, just its second this season,
can be partly attributed to the upand-down nature of their energy
throughout the game. ¦

A little patience can go a long way towards excitement for BC
Jack Stedman
At Monday’s press conference,
Steve Addazio said, “You’re never
exciting enough for people.”
It was the kind of side comment that sneaks past reporters
and doesn’t even make it onto the
official transcript. Addaziosaid it,
no one questioned it, and it was then
lost among the player updates and

general statements.
But the comment finds its way
back to my brain as I’m watching the
Eagles first struggle against and then
dominate Maine.
Fans find themselves asking
the question, “Is this team exciting
enough for my liking?”
Addazio’s insight should have

been keyed in on, especially given
the nature of last year’s team. If
there’s one word to describe Boston
College football last fall, it would
have to be exciting. The atmosphere
was electric every time Tyler Murphy
broke off a signature ankle-breaking
run and found the end zone, begging
the question to fans, “Are you not
entertained?”
Simply put, those fans were.
Tyler Murphy was exciting, Sherman Alston was exciting, Jonathan
Hilliman was exciting. The thing is,
though, it wasn’t reallyreality. Last
season ventured into the category of
myth. Yes, the run game and defense
were top-notch, but a team with a
quarterback-turned-NFL receiver,
who can barely throw himself out
of a paper bag but can run like hell,
leading a team to a potential bowl
win only to lose on a missed PAT?
Sounds like a fantasy land.
This brings us all back to the
question Addazio brought up on

Monday: Whatkind of excitement
can this team bring to Alumni
Stadium that differsfrom last year’s
Murphy-induced hypnosis?
Offensively, this year’s team
is very differentfrom last year’s
team—everyone knows that. There’s
anew QB, anew line, anew offensive
coordinator, but above all, this year’s
offense looks grounded in some kind
offootball reality.
Darius Wade looks like a real
leader out there, and he can put
some zip on the ball, too. He brings
balance to a team that might have
been the most unbalanced in Division-1 last year. Where Murphy was
the exception in college football,
Wade is a genuinethrowing quarterback.
How does this make BC any
more exciting?
No longer will BC have to rely
on the one big play to give the team
momentum. Instead, the guys can
look toward Wade to move them

down the field with his arm rather
than relying on a break-out run.
Still, Addazio maintains that the
big plays are there. He has hammered on the fact that this team
is faster, more athletic, and more
explosive than in year’s past.
In the press conference after the
Maine game, Addazio and senior
Bobby Swigert both described the
Eagles as having a fully-stocked
arsenal, which is waiting in the
darkest recesses of Alumni Stadium
to explodeonto the field. It’s not just
Murphy and Hilliman anymore.
Indeed those big plays were there
against Maine. In just one quick
stretch, BC hit the Black Bears with
a Thadd Smith jetsweep and then a
Wade keeper to the outside for consecutive first downs to bring them
just outside the endzone. Before I
could finish a tweet about the last
two plays, Tyler Rouse pinballed off
multiple defenders and found the endzone to put the Eagles up for good.

As the game went on and Maine
tired, BC let it fly just a little more.
The one major problem is
how young and inexperienced this
team is. Addazio acknowledged
that because of the youth, BC can’t
handle its full arsenal right now. It
should be a while before things get to
full gear, and this year will require a
lot ofpatience. This, however, leads
to a fundamental problem in that
patience is almost the opposite of
excitement. How can one be feeling
unbridled enthusiasm for a program
with young talent but also have to
restrain those feelings in the name
of patience? Is it even possible to be
patiently excited?
Inevitably, it all comes back to
excitement surrounding Wade, who
is alreadybeing unleashed, and a few
plays from Saturday tell a big part of
the story.
Wade zipped one inside to Smith
on a slant route, who stretches out,
defender in tow, for the first down.

Simple, yet effective.
On another, Wade, feeling pressure, rolled out of the pocket to his
left and found Swigert in the end
zone for the diving touchdown catch.
Those weren’t the plays you
saw last year. These are the kind of
plays you see utilized by Tom Brady
and Peyton Manning on signature
drives. Wear down the defense with
some simple, sharp routes and short
passes, break off a few big plays, and
march down the field. That’s some
real NFL-style excitement—the kind
that makes you look around in awe
as these guys pick apart defenses.
And that may justbe the ceiling
for Wade, and that’s why this newlook passing game should be exciting
enough for everyone, even if a little
patience is required.

Jack Stedman is the Assoc.
Sports Editorfor The Heights.
He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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BC poised to put up big numbers vs. Bison
8

From BC Preview, B

ing a 31-yard field goal after a
Ist and goal at the four-yard line
is not a result any coach would
want to see.

Now, Darius Wade looked
good overall in his premiere. He
went 14-25 with 155 yards and
“managed the game pretty well,”
according to Addazio. But the
head coach’s emphasis for his
quarterback to avoid unnecessary sacks stems back to this
drive—and
it’s something that
will become harder as the blitzes
get better.
Wade also has more work to
do when it comes to accuracy,
overthrowing a few targets by a
decent amount against Maine.
But he should continue to have
the chance to hit open receivers
against an unintimidating Howard secondary.

The guys who need reps against
Howard the most are those on the
offensive line. With all of the
turnover from last season, it was
a potential weak spot coming
into the year. They certainly had
some rough plays against Maine,
but Addazio hammered home the
point that he didn’t expect them
to gel right away.
He also doesn’t expect them
to have everything together by
Saturday, but the Eagles’ line
shouldn’t get a big challenge this
weekend anyway. Howard had
three of its defensive linemen
go down with injuries last week
in a game where Appalachian
State picked up 359 yards on the
ground. This may give BC’s line
some much-needed confidence
going forward, where it will start
ACC play against another manageable Florida State squad that
allowed Texas State to gain four

yards per carry last weekend.
Some teams may use an opportunity like this to take some
risks and expand their playbooks,
but Addazio isn’t looking to make
many adjustments to his gameplan in the near future.
“We’re not doing anything
fancy out there, I’ll tell you that
right now,” he said about Saturday’s upcoming game. “We’re
going to go back to fundamentals
this week. Fundamentals, basics,
and work on get a higher level of
execution.”
He wants to focus on getting
his young guys up to speed, fixing
the mistakes that they made last
week, and getting them in more
consistent shape to battle. But
the glaring mistakes, even to the
untrained eye, came from special
teams.

After calling a fair catch pretty
much anytime a punt went up

last season, return man Sherman
Alston struggled against Maine,
nearly causing a fumble after
rushing up for a last-minute effort on one play. On BC’s third
drive, which went an impressive
12 plays, Alex Howell missed a
35-yard field goal, reinspiring the
nightmare that was BC’s kicking
squad last season.
Fortunately, none of those
things mattered against Maine,
and they shouldn’t matter against
Howard either. Addazio brushed
off a question about the other
ACC teams putting up large winning margins in their first weeks,
saying he preferred to balance his
offense and defense, and pointing to a huge advantage in time
of possession as an indicator for
more points to come. Beyond
18, the only number he really
cared about was “I”—BC’s
1-0
record. ¦

8

Prior to McGhee’s arrival, the
Bison had won just four games total
across the 2008, 2009, and 2010
seasons. Looking to avoid a similar
regression, the program turns to redshirt freshman Kalen Johnson. A dual
threat, Johnsonaims to fill McGhee‘s
role in Howard’s spread offense.
To support the novice under
center, the coaching staff counts on
two senior weapons: RB Aquanius
Freeman and WR Matthew Colvin.
Despite the presence of these veteran
safety blankets, Johnson struggled in
his first game, with just 119 passing
yards and -3 rushing yards. Freeman
only totaled 24 yards on the ground
and Colvin had just three catches.

While the competition will not be
any easier this week, in the spirit of
moral victories, there are some things
the offense can do to have at least a
modicum ofsuccess against BC. First,
with his speed, Johnson should end
up on the ground far less often than
Maine QB Dan Collins, who appeared
to hit the turf nearly every other pass
attempt. The Howard offense features
quite a bit of motion and play action,
in addition to read option plays. Beneath BC’s stellar defensive numbers
lies a bit oftroublewith over pursuing
such plays, a fact Maine exploited a
few times last week.
To build Johnson’s confidence for
the rest of the season against more
evenly matched conference foes, the
coaching staff should try to draw up

Editors' Picks
MICHAEL SULLIVAN
Sports Editor

Thought Maine was easy? Wait ‘til Howard
From Howard Preview, B
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a few new plays. By dressing up its
formations, Howard might be able to
gain more than 15 yards on a drive,
something they managed only twice
against Appalachian State, maybe
even leading to the first touchdown
scored against the Eagles in 2015.
On the other side of the ball, Howard figures to struggle mightily on
defense this season, much as it did in
2014. Last year, the team allowed over
5,000 yards ofoffense in its 12 games.
Most alarmingly, it allowed nearly 180
yards per game on the ground. With
a severely weakened front seven this
season, which will miss star LB Devin
Rollins and a host of defensive linemen, Howard must resign itself to the
fact that Jonathan Hilliman and Tyler
Rouse will run wild on Saturday.

The Bison are particularly vulnerable to the big play, allowing a less than
flattering six yards per play in 2014
and giving up four touchdowns of
more than 20 yards last weekend.
Their secondary knows that BC
will want to build QB Darius Wade’s
confidence on longer throws—given
the team’s defensive deficiencies, this
provides BC with the perfect game to
try and air out the ball downfield.
Here, the moral victories for
Howard would be to hold BC to
fewer yards than Appalachian State
compiled and to make Wade nervous
in the pocket a few times. Given the
usual poor defense and anew offense
no longer capable of bailing out its
struggling teammates, Howard figures
to struggle mightily on Saturday. ¦

Football
The Eagles didn’t put on the point barrage
that they were expected to against Maine in
the season opener last Saturday. That’ll change
this week against Howard in a big way. The
Bison have a pitiful defense, which should
give Darius Wade the perfect opportunity to
attempt airing the ball out downfield (if Steve
Addazio will let him) and add some diversity into this offense system. Expect a lot of
scoring, and a lot of sacks, all in BC’s favor.

Prediction:
BC 42, Howard 3

BC tame in losing effort against the Lions
By Tyler Raymond

For The Heigh ts
One minute into Boston College
men’s soccer game on Sunday afternoon, an end-to-end soaring punt
from Loyola Marymount University
senior goalkeeper Paul Blanchette
took a high bounce at the top ofBC’s
18-yard box. This allowed Grant
Sampson to knock a lofty shot over
goalkeeper Cedric Saladin’s head to
put the first point on the board. The
Eagles fought back for another 89
minutes, but the early goal provedto
be enough for the Lions to knock BC
off its three-gamewinning streak and
hand the Eagles their first loss of the
2015 season in a 1-0 game.
LMU picked up momentum from
the early goal, while BC came out
flat and played passively. The Eagles
spent the majority of the first 45
minutes of the game simply reacting to the Lions. LMU succeeded
in possessing the ball in the Eagles’
defensive third of the field for most
of the first half. To their credit, BC’s
centerbacks handled the pressure

well and contained the Lions mostly
to the sidelines, taking some of the
pressure off Saladin. When BC did
gain possession, the Lions were quick
to close gaps in their defense. LMU’s
poaching efforts in passing lanes paid
off and the Lions created turnovers
deep in BC’s zone, which resulted in
some close calls.
Saladin jumped from redshirt
freshman to starting goalkeeper
in just one year, filling the role left
behind by injured senior goalkeeper
Alex Kapp. A player swap in that
position alone would be enough to
affect the team, but the inexperience
on this 2015 Eagles team extends
beyond just the goal. Five of BC’s
starting 11 are freshmen and three
are sophomores.
“Just too many freshmen playing,

that’s what it is,” head coach Ed Kelly
said. The youth on the field and in the
goal is noticeable, yet the Eagles still
played a close game back and forth
and held off the LMU offensive pressure for most of the game.
Despite the constant offensive
drives by both LMU and BC, a

common theme among the two
teams was the inability to create
good scoring opportunities at prime

angles. Both teams tried to run down
balls in the corners and get crosses
off to the far post, but their efforts
were unrewarding and unsuccessful. Most often the Eagles’ crosses
were deflected away by defenders or
snatched up.
Another key area where the
Eagles struggled was in the individual
matchups. In the first half, BC players lost individualbattles all over the
field. Whether they were contested
headers on the goalkeeper’s doorstep or races to a bouncing ball at
midfield, the Lions out-hustled the
Eagles almost every time.
In the second half, the Eagles
came out with some fire and quit
playing on their heels. They moved
the ball better as a unit and managed
to get a few scoring opportunities
through balls chipped over theheads
of LMU’s defensive backs.
The most notable chances for
the Eagles came from BC’s Trevor
Davock and Simon Enstrom. Davock

displayed great individual effort, running down balls in the corner all day
long. He was successful in getting
crosses off to better spots, but he
did not receive much support in the
middle of the field. Enstrom logged
two shots on the day—on his second,
he freed himself up at the top of the
18-yardbox and saw the chance with
the prime angle, but ultimately sent
it whizzing by the left post.
BC took almost twice as many
shots in the second half: five in the
first and nine in the second. None hit
the target, but BC’s offensive pushes
worked to transfer the pressure to
LMU’s defensive backs, who saw
barely any action in the first half.
The Eagles will not play again
until Friday night, so they will have
some time to recover and prepare
before they take on NC State on the
road in their first ACC game. “It’s
very hard to play for both teams,
playing Friday night at 5 and then
play[ing] at noon on Sunday,” Kelly
noted after the game. “You’re supposed to have three day’s rest in
between.” ¦

JACKSTEDMAN

Assoc. Sports Editor

Men’s Soccer
Coming off an impressive win against
SMU (oops, should’ve seen that coming) and
a disappointing loss to LMU, BC has shown
both sides of a young talented squad: immense skill but also inexperience. Clearly,
the Eagles have the firepower to score
goals against any team, and after some lessons learned against LMU, BC should kick
off ACC play with a valuable road win.

Prediction:
BC 2, NC State 1

Eagles derail the Pony Express in upset
By Riley

Overend

For The Heights
If you blinked twice, you might
have missed it.
After surrendering an early
goal on a free kick by Southern
Methodist University midfielder
Mauro Cichero, Boston College
men’s soccer flipped the script
behind two goals from midfielder
Atobra Ampadu.
The first, an equalizer in the
23rd minute, came off of a wellplaced through ball from forward
Simon Enstrom. After appearing
to control the shot, Mustang
goalkeeper Michael Nelson (2014
AAC Goalkeeper of the Year) allowed the strike to sneak between
his legs.
Ampadu regained possession

moments later, taking a touch
before netting the go-ahead goal
on a 30-yard blast.
“I know I can shoot, I know I
have good range,” said Ampadu,
one of the Eagles’ only seniors.
“When the ball came, I didn’t see
anyone else but the goal. I just took
the best shot I could, and thankfully the ball went inside the net.”
But No. 23 SMU would
promptly answer in the second
half off the boot of Michael King,
who cleaned up a scramble in the
box following a free kick by Jared
Rice. With three shots deflected off
the post, an advantage in shots on
goal, and more corner kicks than
BC, the Mustangs were beginning
to recapture the momentum.
In a season where freshmen
have dominated the headlines,

SCOREBOARD

junior Zeiko Lewis—one of the
team’s fewveteran leaders—proved
to be the hero on Friday night.
Lewis started his engines
around midfield, dribbling and
shaking defenders left and right
while streaking up the middle.
Cutting the ball back around the
18-yard box, Lewis confidently
drilled the game-winner past
the diving Mustang goalkeeper.
The Newton Campus crowd, albeit small compared to the recordbreaking attendance at Monday’s
match against Boston University,
erupted as Lewis was mobbed by
teammates.

As the clock inched closer to
an Eagle victory, SMU began firing on all cylinders in a last-ditch
effort to even the score. With
less than three minutes left, a

COLU
BC

0
2

SPENCER 4 SVS
SWABY 1 G

BC
UMD

3
2

SEBIA 2 G
RISSINGER 1 G 1 A

SMU
BC

2
4

MAINE 3
BC
24

BC counter attack produced an
open net and a depleted Mustang
defense. Without hesitation, freshman Simon Enstrom secured an
insurance goalby nailing his third
goal of the season from nearly 40
yards away.
“Simon was working like a mad
dog,” BC head coach Ed Kelly said.
“He just wasn’t going to lose.”
Friday’s offensive outburst
marks BC’s seventh goal in the last
two matches, an impressive feat
considering their lack of experience and strength of opponents.
Whether the magic will stem
from a freshman or a senior is
yet to be known, but as long as
the Eagles can continue their
late-game heroics, Kelly and BC
will continue to wallow in their
winning ways. ¦

TOM DEVOTO
Asst. Sports Editor

Women’s Soccer
McKenzie Meehan has scored seven goals
in as many games, and there’s no reason to believe she’ll slow down at this point. The redshirt
junior has made a major impact in her first action since she tore her Achilles tendon before
the start of 2014. Northeastern has started the
season strong, but hasn’t been tested. The only
time the Huskies were tested this past season,
it got shelled by No. 11 South Carolina, 4-1.

Prediction:
BC 3, Northeastern 2
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ALL SMILES AHEAD

Defending
the schedule
Tom DeVoto

Sherman Alston and the
Eagles aim to put up huge
numbers against Howard
DREW HOO

See BC Preview, B

Chris Noyes

Heights Staff
In the 1986 basketball classic Hoosiers, Norman Dale coaches a small town
basketball team in Hickory, Ind. Having
overcome tremendous odds, the scrappy
underdog squad manages to reach the
regional finals, with a spot in the state
tournament on the line. Prior to the game,
Hale gathers his team in the locker room
and delivers his famous speech, telling
his players that there are more important
things than getting the victory.
Howard University football (0-1)
might benefit if head coach Gary Harrell
delivers a similar message to his players
before they emerge from the tunnel on
Saturday to take on their second straight
FBS opponent, Boston College (1-0). Last
week, Appalachian State (1-0) throttled
the Bisons 49-0, amassing a whopping 663
yards of totaloffense, including 376 yards
on the ground. Howard, an FCS team, put
up equally poor numbers on offense—the
team gainedonly 172 yards of total offense

with just 36 yards on the ground.
This week, they square off against the
Eagles, one of only four FBS defenses to
allow fewer than 100total yards in its first
game, and whose offense centers around
its bruising rushing attack. Under the
circumstances, moral victories might be
the only positives Howard can walk away
with from this game.
Football season hasn’t always been so
bleak for Howard. Last season, the team
won its final four games and featured an
impressive offense led by dynamic senior
QB Greg McGhee. McGhee broke the
Mid-EasternAthletic Conference’s record
for total offensive yards in a career with
10,168 yards, earning the MEAC’s 2014
Conference Player of the Year award by
racking up 28 total touchdowns and a
team-leading 847 yards on the ground. He
frequently won, too, leading Howard to at
least five wins in each of his four seasons,
landing a spot with the Canadian Football
League’s B.C. Lions.

See Howard Preview, B

Swigert’s touchdown
highlights win over Maine
On Nov. 11, 2012, Bobby Swigert’s
career appeared over.

The junior wide receiver tore every
tendon and ligament in his right knee,
save for his PCL, during a standard short
route in Boston College’s game against
Notre Dame. Over the course of the next
24 months, Swigert endured 11 knee
surgeries, missed two full seasons, and
the eternal torture of waiting to get back
on the field.
Everyone thought that Swigert should
hang up his cleats. Give up the dream, the
recovery time wouldn’t be worth it. The
only person who never got the message
was the man himself.
Swigert spent every second of his time
off working for this day, when he would
finally get to run out of the tunnel onto
the Alumni Stadium turf and prove to
his doubters that football was still in his
future. And when he caught a quick pass
on a five-yard stick route, his first since the
injury, Swigert admits that it snapped him
back into game time.
“I really did look around and take
everything in,” Swigert said. “Because

when you’re away from the game, you
truly miss it.”
Even he couldn’t have fantasized about
what happened next.
Swigert’s Eagles (1-0) drove deep into
the end zone of the University of Maine
(0-1) on the fourth drive of their season
opener. Their first four drives ended
that’s putting it lightly. A
pitifully—and
three-and-out, a stalled drive at the three
that resulted in a field goal, and a missed
field goal that renewed waves of panic
throughout the bleachers at Alumni.
The offense, now led by sophomore
quarterbackDarius Wade and an offensive
line returning only one player with starting
experience—right guard Harris Williams,
who blocked for Andre Williams in 2013
but missed the entirety of 2014 with a
right ankle injury—looked ill-preparedto
handle a swarming Black Bears’ defense.
Though only an FCS opponent, Maine’s
defensive unit mobbed the Eagles’ backfield, putting nine or 10 men in the box
and sending heavy rushes.
Wade brought BC within striking
distance of the end zone again as the first
half wound down, thanks to two shovel
DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

See BC vs. Maine, B
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Bobby Swigert celebrates with his teammates after catching his first pass since 2012.

Men’s soccer beats SMU, but falls to LMU
The Eagles shined in their first contest this season against a
ranked opponent, No. 23 SMU, before falling to LMU
B7

Women’s soccer
Column
Editors’ Picks

See Column B
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conference on Monday, but the one
he kept coming back to more than
number of
any other was 18 —the
plays his Boston College offense
ran on its second possession against
Maine last Saturday.
“Now I haven’t seen an 18-play
drive in a very long time,” he said. “I
really didn’t realize it was as long—-18 plays. We only came away with
three points, but it was 18 plays.
And there were a lot of good things
going on in those 18 plays.”
It’s this drive that gives Addazio a
good feeling about his team’s potential to move the ball down the field.
But it also drives him crazy to see a
drive of just about 10 minutes wind
up short of a touchdown. Fortunately for Addazio, the Eagles have a
game this Saturday against a second
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Head coach Steve Addazio threw
out a bunch of numbers in his press

FCS team in Howard University —a
game that will not directly help
BC’s bowl chances, since only one
win against an FCS team can count
toward bowl eligibility.
That said, it’s a game BC must
take seriously. If the Eagles make
some of the same mistakes from
last week in one of their eight ACC
games, they can’t expect a reprieve.
But this Saturday they get exactly
that—another
sandbox test-run
to get the young guys some more
work.
After going three-and-out on
their first possession against Maine,
the Eagles took the ball at their own
20. They ran those 18 plays Addazio
mentioned, getting as close as Ist
and goal at the four. The next three
plays: Wade sacked for no loss;
Wade rush for a loss of 10 yards;
Wade pass, complete to Sherman
Alston for a one-yard gain. Kick-
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Steve Donahue thought his team could
handle the pressure.
Following a year in which the Eagles
improved their record by nine wins, the
former BC head coach wanted to test his
youthful team with a hellacious non-conference schedule—one of the toughest
in the nation —before putting it through
the always-difhcult ACC gauntlet. He
scheduled road games against Purdue,
USC, Providence, and Auburn, with neutral
games against VCU and Connecticut.
With ACC Rookie of the Year Olivier
Hanlan and All-ACC Third Team honoree
Ryan Anderson leading the team with their
spunk and energy, Donahue had reason to
believe that the schedule would benefit his
team in the long run.
It backfired. Miserably.
BC lost 24 games, Donahue was fired,
and Anderson led a list oftransfers that
flocked away from the Heights. With anew
coach and anew system, BC was set back
years in its rebuilding process —it wouldn’t
be overly pessimistic to predict today that it
will be around five years before BC is seriously competitive again.
“It was a veryambitious schedule,”
Director of Athletics Brad Bates said in an
interview with The Boston Globe, “and
obviously it didn’t work out well for us.”
Donahue’s team was fairly inexperienced, untested against top competition,
and unable to garner the support of its fan
base.
Bates seemed to be careful about preventing that same situation from repeating
itselfin BC football this season by scheduling two FCS teams: the University of Maine
and Howard University.
Granted, Bates wasn’t given much of
a choice in this situation —Howard was
scheduled verylate in the process following
a contract breakdown with New Mexico
State —although there were a select few
FBS programs available at the time for
a matchup with the Eagles, like Georgia
State.
But this is the type of schedule thatwill
benefit a young team lacking confidence
and experience.
Bates’ biggest scheduling detractors
argue that the decision to play two FCS
teams in one season will cause an already
apatheticfan base to lose further interest,
resulting predominantly in fewer ticket
sales. They aren’t wrong—last Saturday’s
game against Mainehad the lowest seasonopening attendance since at least 1996,
according to data provided by BC Athletics.
Although the game was played on Labor
Day Weekend, the weak opponent likely
had a lot to do with it.
Against Maine, the Eagles debuted
anew quarterback in Darius Wade, and
head coach SteveAddazio has not been shy
about Wade’s need for further development. Addazio has been hard on the sophomore from Middletown, Del. in practice,
looking for more grit and competitiveness
from the first-year starter.
The last thing Wade needed was to
line up against a strong Power Five defense
in his first meaningful collegiate action.
Premier teams (and probably even mediocre teams, judgingby the offensive line’s
performance against Maine) would’ve eaten
Wade alive, resulting in the formation of
bad habits that could’ve persisted for the
Eagles.
By playing Maine and Howard in his
first two games, Wade gains beneficial
repetitions in what essentially amounts to
glorified practice. He gets to experience
running out of the Alumni Stadium tunnel
in front of thousands for the first time being “the guy” at BC. without the pressure of
playing in a high-profile game
Other fans will note that the Eagles now
have to win seven games this season, rather
than the usual six, to become bowl-eligible.
Six wins for this team wasn’t a guarantee
in the first place—most pundits expected
four to six wins for BC this season—but
BC’s road to the postseason got slightly
tougher because the Eagles scheduled two
FCS games.
Making a bowl should obviously be a
goal for every FBS team. But if, year after
year, BC is only making middling bowls
against weak competition in unimpres-

